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Abstract

A Proof of Looijenga’s Conjecture via Integral-Affine Geometry

Philip Milton Engel

A cusp singularity is a surface singularity whose minimal resolution is a reduced cycle

of smooth rational curves meeting transversely. Cusp singularities come in naturally dual

pairs. In 1981, Looijenga proved that whenever a cusp singularity is smoothable, the

minimal resolution of the dual cusp is an anticanonical divisor of some smooth rational

surface. He conjectured the converse. This dissertation provides a proof of Looijenga’s

conjecture based on a combinatorial criterion for smoothability given by Friedman and

Miranda in 1983, and explores the geometry of the space of smoothings. The key tool in

the proof is the use of integral-affine surfaces, two-dimensional manifolds whose transition

functions are valued in the integral-affine transformation group SL2(Z) n Z2. Motivated

by the proof and recent work in mirror symmetry, we make a conjecture regarding the

structure of the smoothing components of a cusp singularity.
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Notation

i. (Y,D) denotes an anticanonical pair—a rational surface Y with anticanonical di-

visor D = D1 + · · · + Dn ∈ | − KY | a cycle of smooth rational curves meeting

transversely. Often D is assumed to be contractible to a cusp singularity p. We

define the negative self-intersections to be di := −D2
i when n 6= 1 and di := 2−D2

i

when n = 1. We define d := (d1, . . . , dn). The charge of an anticanonical pair

is Q(Y,D) = 12 +
∑

(di − 3). Other invariants of (Y,D) include the lattice

Λ := span{Di}⊥ ⊂ H2(Y,Z) and the generic ample cone Agen.

ii. X → ∆ denotes a simple normal crossings, Type III degeneration of either rational

surfaces or K3 surfaces over an analytic disc. In the K3 case, the central fiber

X0 =
n⋃
i=1

Vi

is a union of anticanonical pairs, denoted (Vi, Di). Beware, the notation Di is

overloaded, see i. There is a decomposition into components

Di =
∑
j

Dij ∈ | −KVi |

such that Dij = Vi ∩ Vj is a double curve of the SNC central fiber. So Di is the

union of the double curves of X0 which lie on Vi. The triple points Vi∩Vj ∩Vk are

denoted Tijk. We define the negative self-intersection dij := −D2
ij when there is

more than one j, and dij := 2−D2
ij when there is only one j. Type I and Type II

birational modifications are flops centered on X0 which produce a birational Type

III degeneration. X0 is called a Type III K3 surface.
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iii. In the anticanonical pair case, X → ∆ or (X ,D) → ∆ denotes a degeneration of

rational surfaces such that Dt = D for all t ∈ ∆. The central fiber

(X0, D) = X0 =

n⋃
i=0

Vi

is a union of surfaces such that (Vi, Di) is an anticanonical pair for i 6= 0, while

V0 is the Hirzebruch-Inoue surface with dual cycles D and D′, and D0 = D′. X0

is called a Type III anticanonical pair.

iv. Γ(X0) denotes the dual complex of X0. Once we have defined an integral-affine

structure on Γ(X0), it will denote the dual complex, as an integral-affine surface.

Γ(X0)
[i] denotes the i-skeleton of the dual complex. Vertices of the dual complex

vi ∈ Γ(X0)
[0] correspond to components Vi of X0, edges of the dual complex eij

correspond to double curves Dij , and triangular faces of the dual complex fijk

correspond to triple points Tijk. We denote the number of vertices by V , the

number of edges by E, and the number of faces by F . The intersection complex

is denoted Γ(X0)
∨.

v. (S, P,A) denotes an integral-affine surface with singularities A and boundary

∂S = P . If we assume (S, P,A) to be triangulated by basis triangles, we de-

fine a negative self-intersection dij of the edges eij which agrees with ii. We define

star(vi) to be the union of the triangular faces containing vi. For a Type III

degeneration, star(vi) is called the pseudo-fan of (Vi, Di).

M : π1(S\A)→ SL2(Z) n Z2

denotes the monodromy representation, while the SL2(Z)-monodromy N projects

onto the first factor.

φ : S̃\A→ R2

denotes the developing map from the universal cover of S\A to R2.
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vi. (Y,D, ω) denotes a symplectic four-manifold, diffeomorphic to an anticanonical

pair (Y,D). We only consider symplectic manifolds which admit an almost toric

fibration to an almost toric base (S, P,A). Such fibrations induce an integral-affine

structure on the base.

vii. Node smoothings, internal blow-ups, and nodal slides are surgeries on an integral-

affine surface (S, P,A) with polygonal boundary, with corresponding surgeries on

the symplectic four-manifolds (Y,D, ω) fibering over (S, P,A). The first two op-

erations may also be performed on algebraic surfaces (Y,D).

viii. B = (S2, ∅, A) = (S2, A) denotes an integral-affine sphere whose only singularities

are that of star(v0) and type Ak singularities. B0 = S\A denotes the non-singular

locus. TZB0 and T ∗ZB0 denote continuously varying sublattices in the fibers of

TB0 and T ∗B0, of integral tangent and co-tangent vectors, respectively.

ix. The algebraic and symplectic λ-invariants, denoted λalg(X0) and λ(X0) respec-

tively, are invariants of Type III surfaces.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

1.1. Historical overview

In 1975, V. I. Arnold [Arn75] observed a “strange duality” which interchanged the

fourteen “exceptional unimodal” surface singularities. By 1977, H. Pinkham [Pin77],

I. Dolgachev, and V. Nikulin [DN77] had interpreted Arnold’s strange duality in terms

of embedding lattices into the K3 lattice. That same year, H. Laufer [Lau77] placed

Dolgachev’s triangle singularities in the class of minimally elliptic singularities. Other

than the triangle singularities, the minimally elliptic singularities with reduced fundamental

cycle include the simple elliptic singularities, with resolution a smooth elliptic curve, and

the cusp singularities.

A cusp singularity (V , p) is the germ of an isolated, normal surface singularity such

that the exceptional divisor of the minimal resolution π : V → V is a cycle of smooth

rational curves meeting transversely:

π−1(p) = D = D1 + · · ·+Dn.

The analytic germ of a cusp singularity is uniquely determined by the self-intersections D2
i

of the components of D [Lau73]. The simplest examples of cusp singularities are given by

the equation

xp + yq + zr + xyz = 0

for 1/p+1/q+1/r < 1, though almost all cusp singularities are not complete intersections.

By 1980, F. Hirzebruch, D. Zagier, [HZ77] I. Nakamura [Nak80], and others had

discovered a duality of cusp singularities relating to Arnold’s strange duality: Cusps come

in naturally dual pairs (V , p) and (V ′, p′), whose exceptional divisors D and D′ are called

dual cycles. For every pair of dual cusps, M. Inoue [Ino77] constructed an associated

Hirzebruch-Inoue surface—a smooth, non-algebraic, complex surface V of Type VII0 whose
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only curves are the components of the two disjoint cycles D and D′ such that D + D′ ∈

| − KV |. Contracting D and D′ produces a surface V with two dual cusp singularities p

and p′ and no algebraic curves.

The deformation theory of cusp singularities was partly worked out by U. Karras

[Kar77] and J. Wahl [Wah80, Wah81]. An important observation came in 1981, when

E. Looijenga [Loo81] showed that whenever p′ is smoothable, there exists an anticanon-

ical pair (Y,D)—a smooth rational surface Y with an anticanonical divisor D ∈ | −KY |

whose components have the appropriate self-intersections (Corollary 2.2.2). Conversely,

Looijenga conjectured that the existence of such an anticanonical pair (Y,D) implies the

smoothability of the cusp with resolution D′ (Theorem 2.2.3).

Using the same methods as V. Kulikov [Kul77], U. Persson, H. Pinkham [PP81],

and R. Friedman [Fri83b] in their study of degenerations of K3 surfaces, R. Friedman

and R. Miranda [FM83] proved in 1983 that the cusp singularity associated to D′ is

smoothable if and only if there exists a certain simple normal crossings surface X0 satisfying

certain combinatorial conditions (Theorem 2.5.2). Combined with results about triangle

singularities [FP84], Looijenga’s conjecture was verified for cusp singularities p′ of length

less than or equal to three.

In the late 1980s, little progress beyond Friedman-Miranda was made towards a reso-

lution of Looijenga’s conjecture. But by the mid-1990s mirror symmetry conjectures for

Calabi-Yau varieties had entered the mathematical world. In 1995, I. V. Dolgachev [Dol95]

proved that Arnold’s strange duality fit into the framework of mirror symmetry for lattice-

polarized K3 surfaces. Even so, it was not until 2011 that M. Gross, P. Hacking, and S.

Keel [GHK11] proved Looijenga’s conjecture using methods from mirror symmetry. In

this work, we provide an alternative proof of Looijenga’s conjecture.

1.2. Summary of contents

In the second chapter, we review foundational material on cusp singularities, Hirzebruch-

Inoue surfaces, anticanonical pairs, Type III degenerations, and discuss the main result of

Friedman-Miranda [FM83]: The cusp D′ is smoothable if there exists a combinatorial

arrangement of surfaces called a Type III anticanonical pair (X0, D).
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We begin third chapter by defining integral-affine structures in general. Then we define

an integral-affine structure on the dual complex Γ(X0) of a Type III surface. The exis-

tence of this integral-affine structure is not needed in the proof of Looijenga’s conjecture,

but motivates the construction in the fifth chapter. Then, we associate an integral-affine

surface, called the pseudo-fan, to any anticanonical pair (V,D) and describe two surgeries

on the pseudo-fan of (V,D) that correspond to blowing up a point on a component of D

and smoothing a node of D.

In the fourth chapter, we define two surgeries on an integral-affine surface (S, P,A)

with a locally polygonal boundary ∂S = P and singularities A—an internal blow-up and

a node smoothing. Both surgeries appear in Symington’s work [Sym03] on almost toric

fibrations of four-dimensional symplectic manifolds. Assuming certain conditions, there is

a unique symplectic four-manifold Y with a Lagrangian torus fibration

(Y,D, ω)→ (S, P,A)

which attains certain allowable singular fibers over the singular points A. An internal

blow-up or node smoothing of (S, P,A) is the base of a Lagrangian torus fibration of an

internal blow-up or node smoothing of (Y,D, ω), respectively.

In the fifth chapter, we construct from an anticanonical pair (Y,D) a surface X0 sat-

isfying the conditions of the theorem of Friedman-Miranda, thus proving Looijenga’s con-

jecture. To summarize the construction:

(1) We express (Y,D) as a sequence of internal blow-ups and node smoothings of a

toric surface (Y ,D). By performing the analogous surgeries on a moment polygon

(S, P , ∅) for (Y ,D), we produce the base (S, P,A) of a Lagrangian torus fibration

of a symplectic surface (Y,D, ω).

(2) We glue (S, P,A) to the cone over its boundary C to form a sphere. We define an

integral-affine structure on C by extending the developing map of a collar neigh-

borhood of the boundary of (S, P,A) towards the fixed point v0 of the monodromy

around this neighborhood.

(3) We triangulate the sphere Ŝ := S ∪ C into lattice triangles of area 1
2 . We show

that a neighborhood of every vertex vi of the triangulation with i 6= 0 is locally

3



modeled by the pseudo-fan of a rational surface (Vi, Di). The cone point v0 ∈ C

is locally modeled by the pseudo-fan of the Hirzebruch-Inoue pair (V0, D
′). We

then produce a surface X0 whose dual complex is the chosen triangulation of Ŝ.

The construction of X0 may be phrased solely in terms of operations on integral-affine

surfaces—no results in symplectic geometry are necessary for the proof, but they provide

the primary motivation. Our construction is algorithmic, providing a simple normal cross-

ings resolution of at least one smoothing of any smoothable cusp singularity. We describe,

without proof, four modifications and generalizations of the construction and give a de-

tailed example of the modified construction in the charge three case Q(Y,D) = 3. Then,

we prove that the surface to which X0 smooths is deformation-equivalent to (Y,D).

In the sixth chapter, we define two invariants λalg(X0) and λ(X0) associated to a Type

III surface and conjecture that they are equal. We conjecture that the λ-invariant is suffi-

cient data to characterize a Type III anticanonical pair up to birational modifications, base

changes, and topologically trivial deformations. Then, we give a conjectural description

of the smoothing components of a cusp singularity, and relate this conjecture to the λ-

invariant. In the final section, we speculate about connections between this work and that

of Gross-Hacking-Keel [GHK11] on mirror symmetry for anticanonical pairs. Our meth-

ods are also related to the Gross-Siebert program [GS03] for proving the SYZ conjecture,

but there are a number of differences in the approach. For instance, Gross-Hacking-Keel

do not use Theorem 2.5.2. The convergence issues of GHK are avoided by relying on the

non-algebraic Hirzebruch-Inoue surface and the deformation theory of global smoothings

of d-semistable varieties.
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CHAPTER 2

Background

2.1. Cusp singularities, duality, and the Hirzebruch-Inoue surface

Let (V , p) be the germ of a cusp singularity. The exception divisor of the minimal

resolution

π−1(p) = D = D1 + · · ·+Dn

is a cycle of smooth rational curves meeting transversely. We define `(D) := n to be the

length of the cycle. Whenever n ≥ 3, we assume Di ·Di±1 = 1, with indices taken mod n.

If n = 1, then D is an irreducible, nodal rational curve. If n = 2, then D is the union of

two smooth rational curves that meet transversely at two distinct points. We define

di :=

 −D2
i if n > 1

2−D2
i if n = 1.

The analytic germ of a cusp singularity is uniquely determined by the cycle d := (d1, . . . , dn)

of negative self-intersections, well-defined up to cyclic permutation and orientation. As D

is contractible, Artin’s contractibility criterion implies that the intersection matrix [Di ·Dj ]

is negative-definite. No component of D is an exceptional curve, because it is a minimal

resolution. The negative-definite condition is then equivalent to

di ≥ 2 for all i,

di ≥ 3 for some i.

If di = 2 for all i, then the components of D only span a negative semi-definite lattice.

Cusp singularities arise in the classification of complex analytic surfaces. Amongst those

of Type VII0 are the Hirzebruch-Inoue surfaces, which have first Betti number b1 = 1 and

Kodaira dimension κ = −∞. The only curves on a Hirzebruch-Inoue surface V are the

components of two contractible cycles D and D′ of rational curves satisfying D + D′ ∈
5



| −KV |. Both cycles can be blown down to give a surface (V , p, p′) with two dual cusps.

For any cusp singularity p, there is a construction of V as the compactification of a quotient

of H×C by a discrete group action (hence the terminology “cusp”). Suppose that the cycle

of negative self-intersections of D is

d = (d1, . . . , dn) = (a1, 2, . . . , 2︸ ︷︷ ︸
b1

, . . . , ak, 2, . . . , 2︸ ︷︷ ︸
bk

)

with ai ≥ 3 and bi ≥ 0. An explicit formula for the negative self-intersections of the dual

cycle D′ may be given from those of the original cycle D:

d′ = (d′1, . . . , d
′
s) = (b1 + 3, 2, . . . , 2︸ ︷︷ ︸

a1−3

, . . . , bk + 3, 2, . . . , 2︸ ︷︷ ︸
ak−3

).

Following [Ino77], we now summarize the construction of V . We construct V as the

union of two open analytic patches, one containing the cycle D, the other containing the

cycle D′. Let C2
(xk,yk)

:= Spec C[xk, yk]. Consider the union

U :=
∞⋃

k=−∞
C2
(xk,yk)

glued by the equations

xk+1 = y−1k

yk+1 = xky
dk
k

where the index of dk is taken mod n. Then, U has an open subset isomorphic to (C∗)2

whose complement is an infinite chain of P1s, the kth member of the chain being defined

by xk = 0. Consider the holomorphic action of Z on U defined by (xk, yk) 7→ (xk+n, yk+n).

This action is properly discontinuous on an analytic open subset of U . In particular, using

the gluing equations, one can see that, fixing the coordinates (x, y) = (x1, y1) on (C∗)2,

the action is given by (x, y) 7→ (xayc, xbyd) where

M(D) =

a b

c d

 :=

n∏
i=1

 0 1

−1 di


and it translates the infinite chain of P1s by n.

6



Let (t, 1) be an eigenvector of M(D) with (positive) eigenvalue ω. Then, consider

U<1 := {(x, y) ∈ U : |xty| < 1}.

This open subset is well-defined because t is real. Furthermore |xat+byct+d| = |xty|ω and

thus U<1 is preserved by the action of Z. The action is properly discontinuous, as the set

of norms in an orbit is discrete. We define

U := Z\U<1

and similarly define U ′ using the dual cycle D′. Then U and U ′ glue together on the

complement of the cycles D and D′, essentially because M(D)−1 and M(D′) are conjugate,

a property sufficient to define D′. It is easy to verify that

dx ∧ dy
xy

is a well-defined holomorphic two-form on V which has simple poles along D and D′. In

addition, π1(V ) = Z is generated by a generator of π1(D) or π1(D
′) and thus we see that

h1(V,Z) = 1. By Hodge theory, V is not Kähler (or algebraic).

Describing V as a differentiable manifold is relatively simple. Consider the torus fibra-

tion (C∗)2 → R2 given by (x, y) 7→ (log |x|, log |y|). The subset U<1\D ⊂ (C∗)2 maps to

the half-plane

t log |x|+ log |y| < 0.

The action of Z on U<1\D is fiber-preserving, and the induced action on the half-plane

has fundamental domain equal to an annulus. The cycles D and D′ fiber over the “ends”

of this annulus. The monodromy of the torus fibration is, as one might expect, M(D).

The similarities between the construction of V and that of the Tate curve are striking,

the primary difference being that in the case of the Tate curve, the cycle D is negative

semi-definite rather than negative definite, so M(D) is a parabolic rather than a hyperbolic

element of SL2(Z). The consequence is that M(D) has an eigenvector (1, 1) with eigenvalue

1, and thus q := xty = xy is a well-defined quantity on the quotient Z\U<1, endowing the

Tate curve with a holomorphic map to the disk.

7



2.2. Smoothability and Looijenga’s conjecture

Let (V , p, p′) denote the (disconnected) germ of the two cusp singularities on the doubly

contracted Hirzebruch-Inoue surface V . Looijenga [Loo81] proves:

Theorem 2.2.1. V has a universal deformation which is semi-universal for (V , p, p′).

Suppose that p′ is smoothable. By Theorem 2.2.1, there exists a deformation

π : V → ∆

over an analytic disc, with V0 = V , which keeps the germ (V , p) constant while smoothing

the germ (V , p′). Any fiber Vt with t 6= 0 is a surface with a single cusp singularity p = pt.

Simultaneously resolving the singularities pt produces a family Y → ∆ whose central fiber

is the partially contracted Hirzebruch-Inoue surface with cusp singularity p′ and whose

general fiber is a smooth surface. Any fiber Yt with t 6= 0 is a simply connected surface

with anticanonical divisor D, which by the classification of surfaces must be rational.

Hence, the following corollary to Theorem 2.2.1:

Corollary 2.2.2. Suppose that D′ contracts to a smoothable cusp singularity. Then, D is

the anticanonical divisor of some rational surface.

Looijenga conjectured the converse, which by the work of Gross, Hacking, and Keel

[GHK11] on mirror symmetry for anticanonical pairs, is a theorem:

Theorem 2.2.3 (Looijenga’s Conjecture). If D is the anticanonical divisor of some ratio-

nal surface, then the cusp singularity associated to D′ is smoothable.

Even though Corollary 2.2.2 is a purely algebraic statement, the proof uses the defor-

mation theory of the non-algebraic Hirzebruch-Inoue surface. We give a proof of Theorem

2.2.3 in Chapter 5, which is also based on holomorphic methods.

2.3. Geometry of anticanonical pairs

Now we review some facts about rational surfaces with an anticanonical cycle D. Such

surfaces are log generalizations of K3 surfaces: They are simply connected surfaces with a

8



global non-vanishing meromorphic 2-form whose locus of poles is a simple normal crossings

divisor D:

Definition 2.3.1. An anticanonical pair or simply pair (Y,D) is a rational surface Y with

an anticanonical divisor D equal to a cycle of rational curves

D = D1 + · · ·+Dn ∈ | −KY |

meeting transversely. A negative-definite pair satisfies the additional condition that the

intersection matrix [Di ·Dj ] is negative-definite. A toric pair is a pair where Y is a toric

surface and D is the toric boundary.

Let E be an exceptional curve on (Y,D). Contracting E gives an anticanonical pair:

π : (Y,D)→ (Y ,D).

If E is a component of D, then E contracts to a node point of the cycle D. In this case,

we call π a corner blow-up. If E is not a component of D, then E intersects D at one of its

smooth points. Thus, E contracts to a smooth point of the cycle D, in which case, we call

π an internal blow-up. Conversely, given any anticanonical pair, we can blow-up either a

corner or a smooth point of the cycle to produce a new anticanonical pair.

In addition to blowing up an anticanonical pair on D, we can smooth any node of D:

Proposition 2.3.2. Let (V,D) be an anticanonical pair and let p be a node of D. There

exists a family of anticanonical pairs

(V,D)→ ∆

over the disc whose central fiber is (V,D) such that D → ∆ is a smoothing of the node p.

Proof. The proposition follows from Corollary 3.5 of [Fri15], which proves the result

for any subset of the nodes of D. Roughly, the deformations of (V,D) surject onto the

deformations of D. The deformation of V is topologically trivial. �

There is a limited variety of curves of negative self-intersection on an anticanonical

pair. Suppose that C is an irreducible curve of negative self-intersection on (Y,D). Then

by the adjunction formula, C · (C +K) = C2 − C ·D = 2g − 2 ≥ −2. Thus, either

9



(1) C is a component of D,

(2) C2 = C.K = −1 and C ∼= P1 is an exceptional curve, or

(3) C2 = −2 and C ∼= P1 is disjoint from D.

We call C a (−2)-curve in the third case.

Now, we review the moduli theory of anticanonical pairs. First, we define

Λ := span{Di}⊥ ⊂ Pic(Y ).

Note that the Picard group, the Neron-Severi group, and H2(Y,Z) are equal because

h1(O) = h2(O) = 0. An element λ ∈ Λ restricts on D to a line bundle λ
∣∣
D

of multi-

degree 0 because λ.Di = 0 for all i. Since Pic0(D) = C∗, we have a canonical map

ϕY : Λ→ C∗

given by λ 7→ λ
∣∣
D

.

Definition 2.3.3. The element ϕY ∈ Hom(Λ,C∗) is called the period point of (Y,D).

The period point captures the mixed Hodge structure of the open variety Y \D. Given

a family of anticanonical pairs (Y,D)→ B preserving the cycle D in which H2(Yt,Z) has

trivial monodromy, there is a period map ϕY : B → Hom(Λ,C∗) given by sending b ∈ B

to the period point of the fiber. [GHK12] and [Fri15] prove a Torelli theorem:

Theorem 2.3.4. There exists a universal family of anticanonical pairs (Y,D) → B with

trivial global monodromy such that the period map B → Hom(Λ,C∗) is an isomorphism.

Let (Y,D) and (Z,D) be two deformation-equivalent anticanonical pairs, and suppose there

exists an isometry f : ΛY → ΛZ such that f∗ϕZ = ϕY and f send some ample class to an

ample class. Then, f is induced by a unique isomorphism.

For a very generic deformation of an anticanonical pair (Y,D), we have ker(ϕY ) = 0.

If C is a (−2)-curve though, then O(C) ∈ Λ must be in the kernel of ϕY , as it has a

section restricting to a constant on D. Thus, a very generic deformation of (Y,D) has no

(−2)-curves and the ample cone is given by

Agen = {x ∈ Pic(Y ) : x ·Di > 0 and x · E > 0 for all E exceptional},
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which we call the generic ample cone. Its closure Agen is the generic nef cone.

Definition 2.3.5. The charge of a cycle D or of a pair (Y,D) is defined by the formula

Q(D) = Q(Y,D) := 12 +
n∑
i=1

(di − 3) = 12 +
n∑
i=1

(ai − bi − 3).

The formula for the dual cusp D′ implies that Q(D) + Q(D′) = 24. The charge of an

anticanonical pair (Y,D) is essentially a measure of how far it is from being toric: All toric

pairs have charge zero, while all other anticanonical pairs have positive charge. One can

check that for a negative-definite pair, dim(Λ) = Q(Y,D)− 2.

Remark 2.3.6. Let (Y,D) be a pair. An internal blow-up on Di changes the cycle d by

(. . . , di, . . . ) 7→ (. . . , di + 1, . . . )

and increases the charge by 1. A corner blow-up at Di ∩Di+1 changes the cycle d by

(. . . , di, di+1, . . . ) 7→ (. . . , di + 1, 1, di+1 + 1, . . . )

and keeps the charge constant. A node smoothing at Di ∩Di+1 changes the cycle d by

(. . . , di, di+1, . . . ) 7→ (. . . , di + di+1 − 2, . . . )

and increases the charge by 1.

Remark 2.3.6 reflects the relationship between the charge and the dimension of the

deformation space of (Y,D). An internal blow-up on Di increases the charge by 1, and

usually increases the dimension of moduli by 1. This makes intuitive sense, as there is a

one-dimensional set of choices of smooth points on Di to blow-up.

Lemma 4.3 of [FM83] shows that any negative-definite pair satisfies Q(Y,D) ≥ 3. By

Corollary 2.2.2, if the cusp p′ is smoothable, then there is an anticanonical pair (Y,D).

The formula Q(D) + Q(D′) = 24 then implies that a smoothable cusp singularity p′ has

charge Q(D′) = 21 or less. In fact, since the partially contracted Hirzebruch-Inoue surface

smooths into the deformation space of anticanonical pairs (Y,D), the dimension of any

smoothing component of p′ is equal to

dim(ΛY ) = Q(D)− 2 = 22−Q(D′).
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2.4. Type III degenerations of K3 surfaces

In this section, we state theorems of Kulikov-Persson-Pinkham and Friedman, which

serve as motivation for the Friedman-Miranda criterion for smoothability. We will also

discuss birational modifications and base changes of Kulikov degenerations of K3 surfaces.

Theorem 2.4.1 (Kulikov-Persson-Pinkham [Kul77] [PP81]). Let X ′ → ∆′ be a family

of surfaces over a disc whose general fiber is a K3 surface. Then, there is a finite base

change and sequence of birational modifications which produces a family X → ∆ with trivial

canonical bundle KX = OX whose central fiber X0 is a simple normal crossings surface.

A Kähler degeneration of K3 surfaces such that KX = OX and X0 is SNC is called a

Kulikov degeneration, of which there are three types:

Type I: The central fiber is smooth.

Type II: The central fiber has double curves but no triple points.

Type III: The central fiber has double curves and triple points.

The most interesting, and most relevant to this paper, are the Type III degenerations,

whose central fiber is termed a Type III K3 surface. The condition KX = OX implies the

following conditions on the SNC central fiber

X0 =
n⋃
i=1

Vi

which we enumerate:

i. The normalization Ṽi of each surface Vi is a smooth rational surface.

ii. Let Di denote the union of the double curves Dij which lie on Vi. Then the

inverse image of Di under the normalization map is an anticanonical divisor on

the normalization Ṽi and forms a polygon.

iii. (Triple Point Formula) Let Dij be a double curve joining the surfaces Vi and Vj .

Then (
Dij

∣∣
Ṽi

)2
+
(
Dij

∣∣
Ṽj

)2
=

 −2 if Dij is smooth

0 if Dij is nodal.

iv. The dual complex of X0 is a triangulation of the sphere.
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The remaining condition is termed d-semistability, and is analytic:

T 1
X0

:= Ext1OX0
(Ω1
X0
,OX0) ∼= Osing(X0).

Work of Friedman [Fri83b] implies that any d-semistable simple normal crossings surface

X0 satisfying conditions i.-iv. smooths to a K3 surface.

The sheaf T 1
X0

is supported on the singular locus of X0 and has multidegree 0. The

singular locus of X0 is the union of its double curves. Thus

T 1
X0
∈ Pic0(Double curves of X0) ∼= (C∗)g

where g is the genus of the singular locus of X0. The space of d-semistable X0 with a

topologically trivial deformation to a fixed Type III K3 surface is isomorphic to (C∗)19.

This is the expected behavior, as the discriminant locus of a d-semistable variety in a

smoothing component of its deformation space should be a smooth divisor, and the moduli

space of K3 surfaces has dimension 20.

From the above observations, it follows that any SNC surface X0 satisfying the con-

ditions i.-iv. has a topologically trivial deformation to a surface which smooths to a K3

surface. Thus, i.-iv. are the only combinatorial conditions on a Type III central fiber of a

Kulikov degeneration.

Given a degeneration of K3 surfaces, the Kulikov model is not unique; there are bira-

tional modifications centered on the central fiber X0 which can transform one Type III K3

surface into another. First, we discuss the two main birational modifications, somewhat

unfortunately termed Type I and Type II modifications. They are both flops centered on

a curve of self-intersection −1 in the central fiber X0.

Let E be an exceptional curve in the central fiber X0 of a Type III degeneration X .

Then the blow-up of E in X is a doubly ruled surface that may be contracted along

the second ruling. If E is an internal exceptional curve lying on V1 and intersecting the

anticanonical cycle at the double curve D12, the flop is called a Type I modification. The

result of the modification is that E is blown down on V1 and the point where E meets

D12 is blown up on the surface V2. Note that the triple point formula is still satisfied as(
D12

∣∣
Ṽ1

)2
increases by 1 while

(
D12

∣∣
Ṽ2

)2
decreases by 1. See Figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.1. A Type I modification involving V1 and V2.

On the other hand if E = D12 is a double curve of X0 lying on V1 and V2, the flop is

called a Type II modification. The double curve D12 goes through two triple points, which

we assume to lie on surfaces V3 and V4. The result of the modification is that E is blown

down on both V1 and V2, while the intersections of E with V3 and V4 are blown up on those

surfaces. See Figure 2.2.

Figure 2.2. A Type II modification involving V1, V2, V3, and V4.

Let X → ∆ be a Type III degeneration. Then, the central fiber of the base change of

order k is no longer simply normal crossings, but there is a resolution of this central fiber

in a standard manner [Fri83a]. Figure 2.3 illustrates the transformation induced by an

order k base change and the standard resolution. Three surfaces V1, V2, and V3 that meet

at a triple point become interspersed with a hexagonal grid of toric anticanonical pairs

arranged in a triangular pattern, such that the corners of the triangular pattern are the

three original surfaces. The interspersed toric pairs have anticanonical cycles of the form
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(a,−1,−1, b,−1,−1) with a + b = −2, all of which are two-fold corner blow-ups of some

Hirzebruch surface FN .

Figure 2.3. The effect of an order 3 base change on the surfaces V1, V2, and V3.

2.5. The Friedman-Miranda criterion for smoothability

Consider a smoothing family Y → ∆ whose central fiber is the partially contracted

Hirzebruch-Inoue surface with cusp singularity p′. Using the same methods as Kulikov,

Persson, and Pinkham in their study of degenerations of K3 surfaces, Friedman and Mi-

randa [FM83] prove that after a finite base change and bi-meromorphic modifications on

Y → ∆, we can produce a smooth family X → ∆ such that D ∈ | − KX | is a divisor

restricting to D on every fiber and the central fiber is a simple normal crossings surface.

In analogy with Type III degenerations of K3 surfaces, the central fiber

X0 =
n⋃
i=0

Vi

of the family X → ∆ satisfies the following conditions:

i. V0 is the Hirzebruch-Inoue surface with cycles D and D′. The normalization

Ṽi → Vi is a smooth rational surface for i 6= 0.
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ii. Let Di denote the union of the double curves Dij which lie on Vi. Then the

inverse image of Di under the normalization map is an anticanonical divisor on

Ṽi for i 6= 0. and forms a polygon. The double curves lying on V0 are D0 = D′.

iii. (Triple Point Formula) Let Dij be a double curve joining the surfaces Vi and Vj .

Then (
Dij

∣∣
Ṽi

)2
+
(
Dij

∣∣
Ṽj

)2
=

 −2 if Dij is smooth

0 if Dij is nodal.

iv. The dual complex of X0 is a triangulation of the sphere.

Definition 2.5.1. We call a surface X0 satisfying conditions i.-iv. a Type III anticanonical

pair (X0, D).

Conditions i.-iv. are the only combinatorial conditions necessary to ensure that X0

smooths to an anticanonical pair (Y,D) in a family X → ∆. As in the case of Type

III K3 surfaces, the remaining condition is d-semistability, and it is easy to show that

any Type III anticanonical pair has a topologically trivial deformation to one which is

d-semistable. [FM83] prove as in [Fri83b] that a d-semistable Type III anticanonical pair

(X0, D) smooths to an anticanonical pair (Y,D). By a result of Shepherd-Barron [SB83],

the union of the surfaces Vi for i > 0 can be contracted to a point, assuming we also

contract the cycle D′ on V0. Thus, the existence of (X0, D) implies that D′ is smoothable.

Hence, the main theorem of [FM83]:

Theorem 2.5.2. The cusp singularity associated to D′ is smoothable if and only if there

exists a Type III anticanonical pair (X0, D).

The existence of a Type III anticanonical pair (X0, D) is a purely combinatorial con-

dition, as is the existence of an anticanonical pair (Y,D). Thus, Theorem 2.5.2 motivates

the search for a combinatorial proof of Looijenga’s Conjecture: From an anticanonical pair

(Y,D) we must construct a Type III anticanonical pair (X0, D), which then implies the

smoothability of D′.

Example 2.5.3. Any Type III anticanonical pair (X0, D) or Type III K3 surface can be

represented in a simple geometric fashion as a planar trivalent graph with integer labels
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on both sides of each edge. We represent a triple point of X0 as a vertex in the plane

and a double curve as an edge connecting two vertices, so that each anticanonical pair

(Ṽi, D̃i) represents a polygonal face of the graph. Then we label each double curve by

its self-intersection on each of the two surfaces on which it lies. Figure 2.4 from [FM83]

illustrates a Type III anticanonical pair (X0, D) whose existence proves smoothability of

the cusp singularity D′ = D1 with D2
1 = −10:

Figure 2.4. A Type III anticanonical pair (X0, D).

The graph is trivalent because three double curves meet at a triple point in a simple

normal crossings surface. V0 is the Hirzebruch-Inoue surface. Ṽ1, V2, V3, V4, and V5 are

easily seen to be anticanonical pairs: V1 is the blow-up of a toric F10 at the intersections of

the two fibers with the negative section, which is glued to itself in X0 along two exceptional

curves. V2, V3, and V4 are Hirzebruch surfaces. V5 is the union of a conic and a line in P2.

The more complicated surface V6 is produced by performing nine corner blow-ups up on

an anticanonical triangle in P2, then two internal blow-ups of the resulting anticanonical

cycle. Note that Q(V0, D0) = Q(D′) = 21, Q(V5, D5) = 1, and Q(V6, D6) = 2, while all the

other surfaces are toric and have charge zero.

Notation 2.5.4. To simplify the notation, we will henceforth suppress the tildes on (Ṽi, D̃i)

so that (Vi, Di) denotes a smooth anticanonical pair. In addition, we introduce the con-

vention

Dij = Dij

∣∣
Vi

and Dji = Dij

∣∣
Vj

so that Dij always denotes a curve on the smooth surface Vi. Then Dij and Dji have equal

image in X0 but may not be isomorphic. In fact, the image of Dij in X0 is nodal if and

only if exactly one of Dij or Dji is nodal. We define
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dij :=

 −D2
ij if `(Di) ≥ 2

2−D2
ij if `(Di) = 1.

Then, the triple point formula states that dij + dji = 2 in all cases.

Proposition 2.5.5 (Conservation of Charge). Let X0 be a Type III anticanonical pair or

K3 surface. Then,
∑

Q(Vi, Di) = 24.

Proof. We present essentially the same proof as [FM83], Proposition 3.7:∑
Q(Vi, Di) =

∑
i

(12 +
∑
j

(dij − 3)) = 12V +
∑
edges

(dij + dji)− 6E = 12V − 4E

where V denotes the number of vertices in the dual complex of X0 and E denotes the

number of edges. Because the dual complex of X0 is a triangulation, 3F = 2E. Hence∑
Q(Vi, Di) = 12V − 12E + 12F = 12χ(S2) = 24.

�

Conservation of charge is analogous to the Gauss-Bonnet formula, where curvature and

charge are equated: The sum of the charges is a constant multiple of the Euler charac-

teristic, as is the integral of curvature. Toric surfaces, which have charge zero, are “flat”

in some sense. The analogy takes take a precise form in the next chapter; we will define

an integral-affine structure on the dual complex Γ(X0) of a Type III anticanonical pair X0

which has singularities at the vertices corresponding anticanonical pairs (Vi, Di) of positive

charge. Imposing a singular, integral-affine “fan” structure on the dual complex of a max-

imally unipotent degeneration of a Calabi-Yau manifold plays a role in the Gross-Siebert

program [GS03] for proving the SYZ conjecture. The case of a Type III degeneration of

K3 surfaces is specifically discussed Version 1 of [GHK11].

Before we continue, let’s perform a heuristic calculation to confirm that the d-semistable

Type III anticanonical pairs (X0, D) form a smooth divisor in their smoothing component.

First, we compute the dimension of the space of Type III anticanonical pairs that have

a topologically trivial deformation to a given one. For each double curve Dij there is a

C∗-worth of gluings. In addition, some (Vi, Di) may have moduli.
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For the purposes of the computation, the moduli space of anticanonical pairs (Vi, Di)

should be considered as having dimension exactly Q(Vi, Di)−2, even when this quantity is

negative. For instance, a toric pair should have a moduli space of dimension −2, because

the automorphism group of the pair is (C∗)2, which is two-dimensional. Accordingly, the

space of gluings along the toric boundary should be decreased by 2, as two different gluings

give the same Type III anticanonical pair when they are identified via the automorphism

group of (Vi, Di). The Hirzebruch-Inoue has no moduli. Thus, the moduli space of Type

III anticanonical pairs is

(C∗)E+
∑

i 6=0(Q(Vi,Di)−2) = (C∗)E−2V+26−Q(D′)

where E is the number of edges of the dual complex of X0 and V is the number of vertices,

i.e. the number of components of X0. Consider the map that sends X0 ∈ (C∗)E−2V+26−Q(D′)

to T 1
X0
∈ (C∗)V−1. This map is surjective and is the composition of a group homomorphism

and a translation. Thus, the inverse image of id ∈ (C∗)V−1 is isomorphic to

(C∗)E−3V+27−Q(D′).

Since the dual complex is a triangulation, 3F = 2E, and the moduli space of d-semistable

anticanonical pairs with a topologically trivial deformation to a fixed one is

(C∗)−3F+3E−3V+27−Q(D′) = (C∗)−3χ(S
2)+27−Q(D′) = (C∗)Q(D)−3.

Speculatively, moduli spaces of d-semistable Type III anticanonical pairs (X0, D) may be

boundary divisors in a toroidal compactification of the period domain of anticanonical pairs

(Y,D), which is isomorphic to (C∗)Q(D)−2.
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CHAPTER 3

Integral-affine structures and Type III degenerations

3.1. Integral-affine manifolds

There are a number of equivalent definitions of an integral-affine manifold; we prefer

to use the most concrete:

Definition 3.1.1. An n-dimensional integral-affine manifold S is a manifold endowed with

charts to Rn such that the transition functions are valued in the integral-affine transfor-

mation group SLn(Z) n Zn.

Note that this definition is more restrictive than definitions in some other works, which

only require that the transition functions are valued in SLn(Z)nRn. We may easily extend

Definition 3.1.1 to include integral-affine manifolds with boundary by allowing charts to

lattice polytopes rather than just Rn.

Definition 3.1.2. The integral points of S, denoted by SZ, are the points which have

integral coordinates in some (and thus any) chart.

Every integral-affine manifold admits a lattice TZ in the tangent bundle, that is to say,

a smoothly varying family of lattices in each fiber of TS → S (or equivalently, a family of

lattices T ∗Z varying in the cotangent bundle). This lattice is defined as the set of tangent

vectors which are integral vectors in some chart. Given our more restrictive definition,

the converse is not true: A lattice TZ ⊂ TS does not necessarily give an integral-affine

structure. It does determine a local isomorphism of S with the standard integral-affine

structure on Rn, but we can only conclude that the differential of the transition functions

lie in SLn(Z), i.e. that the transition functions lie in SLn(Z) nRn.

Definition 3.1.3. The order k refinement S[k] of an integral-affine manifold S is the result

of post-composing the charts on S with multiplication by k.
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Note that the integral points S[k]Z of the order k refinement of S naturally correspond

to the
(
1
k

)
-integral points of S.

Remark 3.1.4. Let S be an integral-affine manifold. Any small contractible open subset

U ⊂ S has a chart φU : U → Rn which is uniquely defined up to integral-affine transfor-

mation. We can then construct a developing map

φ : S̃ → Rn

from the universal cover of S to Rn by gluing together local charts φU and φV that agree

on U ∩ V . The map φ is uniquely determined up to post-composition with an element of

SLn(Z) n Zn. The developing map is equivalent to the data of the monodromy represen-

tation

M : π1(S)→ SLn(Z) n Zn

constructed from the parallel transport of the integral-affine structure along a loop. We

also make use of the less refined monodromy map N : π1(S) → SLn(Z) which projects

onto the SLn(Z) part of the monodromy.

3.2. The dual complex of a Type III degeneration

Define a basis triangle to be an oriented lattice triangle in R2 of area 1
2 . Note that any

two labeled basis triangles are equivalent, up to a unique integral-affine transformation.

Definition 3.2.1. A triangulated integral-affine surface with singularities (S, P,A) is a

triangulated real surface S with boundary ∂S = P and a finite, possibly empty, subset

A ⊂ S\P such that

(1) S\A has the structure of an integral-affine surface with boundary.

(2) Every element of A is a vertex of the triangulation.

(3) Every triangle is integral-affine equivalent to a basis triangle.

An integral-affine surface with singularities has a canonical orientation induced from the

standard orientation on R2. Because S is triangulated into basis triangles, the boundary P

is polygonal: There is a decomposition of the boundary P = P1+ · · ·+Pn such that each Pi

is integral-affine equivalent to a line segment between two lattice points. By convention, we
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assume that the boundary components are maximal: The union of two distinct boundary

components is never integral-affine equivalent to a single line segment between two lattice

points.

Definition 3.2.2. Let (S, P,A) be a surface with boundary P such that S\A has an

integral-affine structure. Let U be a contractible neighborhood of an element p ∈ A. Let

F be a fundamental domain of U\{p} in the universal cover of U\{p}. The integral-affine

singularity p is topological if all paths approaching p in F have a unique limit under the

developing map of F . The value of this limit is the location of p.

We work only with topological singularities. Model examples to keep in mind are the

following: The one-point compactification of the interior of a lattice polygon does not have

a topological singularity at the added point, whereas the quotient of R2 by rotation by 90o

does have a topological singularity at the image of the origin.

Given the notion of location, we are able to say when the singularities of (S, P,A) are

located at integral points,
(
1
k

)
-integral points, rational points, or real points, in which case

the transitions functions of S\A are valued in SL2(Z) n Z2, SL2(Z) n 1
kZ

2, SL2(Z) nQ2,

or SL2(Z) nR2 respectively.

Let Γ(X0) denote the dual complex of a Type III anticanonical pair X0. We will endow

Γ(X0) with the structure of a triangulated integral-affine sphere with singularities. Choose

an orientation on Γ(X0). We define notation for the vertices, edges, and faces of the

triangulation which will hold for the rest of the paper:

(1) The vertices vi correspond to the components Vi,

(2) the directed edges1 eij = (vi, vj) correspond to double curves Dij ,

(3) the oriented triangular faces fijk = (vi, vj , vk) correspond to triple points Tijk.

We denote the i-skeleton of Γ(X0) by Γ(X0)
[i]. There is a natural non-singular integral-affine

structure on

Γ(X0)\{vi : Q(Vi, Di) > 0 or i = 0}

1Recall that the notation dij is already taken; it denotes the integer −D2
ij .
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which we now define, see also Remark 1.11 of Version 1 of [GHK11]. We declare each

triangular face fijk to be integral-affine equivalent to a basis triangle. We define the

integral-affine structure on the union of two triangular faces fijk and fik` that share an

edge eik by gluing two basis triangles in the plane along their shared edge. We glue in such

a way that

dikeik = eij + ei`,

where we view the directed edges eij , eik and ei` as integral vectors. For example, if

d13 = −1, we can use the chart in Figure 3.1 to glue together f123 and f134. We get an

equivalent integral-affine structure on the union of f123 and f134 by using the value d31 = 3.

In fact, using either eik or eki to define the integral-affine structure on the union of fijk

and fik` produces the same result.

Figure 3.1. The integral-affine structure on the union of f123 and f134 if

d13 = −1.

Proposition 3.2.3. Let the quadrilateral (vi, vj , vk, v`) in Γ(X0) be the union of two

triangular faces fijk and fik` along a shared edge eik. The integral-affine structure on

(vi, vj , vk, v`) is well-defined.
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Proof. There is a unique chart on fijk which sends

vi 7→ (0, 0)

vj 7→ (1, 0)

vk 7→ (0, 1).

This chart extends uniquely to (vi, vj , vk, v`). As fik` is a basis triangle, the image of v`

must be (−1, n) for some integer n. We define the integral-affine structure on (vi, vj , vk, v`)

by requiring that dikeik = eij + ei`. Considering the edges as lattice vectors, which we

denote by angle brackets, we have eij = 〈1, 0〉, eik = 〈0, 1〉, and ei` = 〈−1, n〉. Thus

〈1, 0〉+ 〈−1, n〉 = dik〈0, 1〉.

Hence n = dik and the integral-affine structure on (vi, vj , vk, v`) is uniquely determined by

the integer dik.

Now, we must check that the integral-affine structure defined on the labeled quadrilat-

eral (vk, v`, vi, vj) is compatible with the structure we have already defined on (vi, vj , vk, v`).

Consider the chart on (vi, vj , vk, v`) defined in the previous paragraph. We solve for the

the integer m satisfying meki = ek` + ekj :

m〈0,−1〉 = 〈−1, n− 1〉+ 〈1,−1〉

to get m = 2−n. Since n = dik, we have that m = 2−dik = dki by the triple point formula.

Thus, by the uniqueness shown in the previous paragraph, the integral-affine structure on

(vi, vj , vk, v`) is compatible with the structure defined on (vk, v`, vi, vj). �

All points except the vertices v ∈ Γ(X0)
[0] are now contained in the interior of some

chart. Hence, we have endowed Γ(X0)\Γ(X0)
[0] with an integral-affine structure.

Proposition 3.2.4. The integral-affine structure defined above on Γ(X0)\Γ(X0)
[0] extends

to the vertices vi ∈ Γ(X0)
[0] corresponding to toric pairs, but to no other vertices.

Proof. Consider the fan F of a toric pair (Vi, Di) in X0. A boundary component Dik

corresponds to a one-dimensional facet of F, which is the positive span of some primitive

integral vector wik. Let Dij and Di` be the boundary components of Di that intersect
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Figure 3.2. The integral-affine structure on the union of the triangles

containing the vertex v1 if (V1, D1) ∼= (P2, D12 +D13 +D14).

Dik in the clockwise and counterclockwise direction, respectively. Because Vi is smooth,

(wij , wik) and (wik, wi`) are oriented lattice bases. Furthermore, the formula for dik = −D2
ik

is simply

dikwik = wij + wi`,

see Section 2.5 of [Ful93]. Let pix denote the endpoint of wix. The self-intersection formula

above implies that (vi, vj , vk, v`) is integral-affine equivalent to the quadrilateral

(O, pij , pik, pi`).

We may define an integral-affine structure on the union of the triangular faces that contain

vi by a single chart to the polygon with vertices pij . For example, if (V1, D1) is P2 with its

toric boundary, and V1 intersects V2, V3, and V4 at double curves, a chart on the union of

the triangles containing v1 is shown in Figure 3.2. Locally, the facets of the dual complex

look like the fan of P2. Thus, we have defined an integral-affine structure on

Γ(X0)\{vi : Q(Vi, Di) > 0 or i = 0}.

Finally, we show that the integral-affine structure we have defined fails to extend to

the vertices of Γ(X0) corresponding to the Hirzebruch-Inoue surface (V0, D
′) or the anti-

canonical pairs (Vi, Di) of positive charge. Suppose for the sake of contradiction that the
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integral-affine structure extends to such a point vi. There is a chart containing vi in its

interior. This chart may be extended to the union of the triangles containing vi. Thus,

the union of the triangles containing vi is integral-affine equivalent to some planar polygon

formed from the union of basis triangles. But this planar polygon corresponds to the fan

of some smooth toric surface. Thus, the values dij = −D2
ij are those of a toric surface.

We conclude that Q(Vi, Di) = Q(Di) = 0. By assumption, Q(Vi, Di) > 0 unless i = 0.

Hence v0 is the only possible vertex to which the integral-affine structure might extend.

But (V0, D0) is the Hirzebruch-Inoue surface and D0 = D′ is a negative-definite cycle. No

toric surface has a negative-definite anticanonical cycle because the boundary components

span the Picard group, which has indefinite intersection form. Hence the integral-affine

structure cannot extend to the point v0. �

Figure 3.3. Five toric components of a Type III surface and the associated

integral-affine structure on their dual complex.

Example 3.2.5. Consider five toric components (Vi, Di) for i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 of some larger

Type III surface, shown in Figure 3.3. The triple point formula is visibly satisfied. The
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intergral-affine structure on the dual complex of V1 ∪ V2 ∪ V3 ∪ V4 ∪ V5 is a lattice polygon,

also pictured in Figure 3.3. The facets of the dual complex containing vi locally model the

fan of (Vi, Di), as described in Proposition 3.2.4.

For the remainder of the paper, we will implicitly assume that an integral-affine surface

has singularities and we will specify when an integral-affine surface is non-singular. In the

context of the dual complex of a Type III anticanonical pair, let

A = {vi : Q(Vi, Di) > 0 or i = 0}.

We have defined a non-singular integral-affine structure on Γ(X0)\A making (Γ(X0), ∅, A)

into a triangulated integral-affine sphere.

Remark 3.2.6. As illustrated in Figure 2.3, the order k base change X [k] of a Type III

degeneration X has a natural Kulikov model. [Fri83a] observed that dual complex of the

central fiber X0[k] can be gotten by the standard sub-division of every triangle into k2

smaller, similar triangles. This fact remains true in the integral-affine picture of Γ(X0).

That is, we have an equality

Γ(X0[k]) = Γ(X0)[k]

of integral-affine surfaces, and the triangulated structure of Γ(X0[k]) is the standard order

k subdivision of the triangulation of Γ(X0). In summary, base change of the degeneration

and refinement of the dual complex correspond to each other.

Some properties of X0 other than base change can be generalized to notions that make

sense for all triangulated integral-affine surfaces:

Definition 3.2.7. Let eik be a directed edge in the interior of a triangulated integral-

affine surface. Let eij and ei` be the edges emanating from vi directly clockwise and

counterclockwise to eik. We define the negative self-intersection dik by the formula

dikeik = eij + ei`,

where we have implicitly applied a chart to the union of the two triangles containing

eik so that the directed edges gain the structure of lattice vectors. Note that dik is an
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integer because (eij , eik) and (eik, ei`) are both oriented lattice bases. The integer dik is

independent of the choice of integral-affine chart.

Proposition 3.2.8. For any triangulated integral-affine surface, the negative self-intersections

dik satisfy the triple point formula: dik + dki = 2.

Proof. The argument is similar to that of Proposition 3.2.3. �

3.3. Pseudo-fans of anticanonical pairs

We have noted that whenever (Vi, Di) is toric, the triangulated integral-affine structure

near the vertex vi ∈ Γ(X0) looks like the fan of (Vi, Di). We would like to say the same

thing of non-toric pairs, but unfortunately they have no fan! Hence:

Definition 3.3.1. Let (V,D) be a pair with cycle components D = D1 + · · · + Dn. The

pseudo-fan of (V,D) is a triangulated integral-affine surface F(V,D) PL-equivalent to the

cone over the dual complex of D. For each intersection point Di∩Di+1 there is an associated

triangular face fi,i+1 of this cone, which we declare to be integral-affine equivalent to a

basis triangle. The directed edges ei that originate at the cone point correspond to some

component Di. We glue fi−1,i and fi,i+1 together in the unique manner such that

di =

 −D2
i if n > 1

2−D2
i if n = 1

where di is the negative self-intersection of ei in the sense of Definition 3.2.7. We orient the

pseudo-fan so that ei+1 is counterclockwise to ei. The imposed integral-affine structure has

at most one singularity, at the cone point. By the argument of Proposition 3.2.4, F(V,D)

is non-singular if and only if (V,D) is toric. Compare to Section 1.2 of [GHK11].

Note that the definition of a pseudo-fan also applies for the Hirzebruch-Inoue pair (V0, D
′).

The pseudo-fan of a toric surface (V,D) is simply a lattice polygon whose vertices are the

endpoints of the primitive integral vectors that span the one-dimensional facets of the fan

of (V,D). In any Type III anticanonical pair, the integral-affine surface formed from the

union of the triangles containing vi ∈ Γ(X0)
[0] is isomorphic to F(Vi, Di). More generally:
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Definition 3.3.2. Let (S, P,A) be a triangulated integral-affine surface. Let v be a vertex

of the triangulation. We define star(v) to be the triangulated integral-affine surface formed

from the union of the triangles that contain v. Note that star(v) is singular only if v ∈ A.

In Section 2.3, we described three operations on an anticanonical pair (V,D): A corner

blow-up, an internal blow-up, and a node smoothing. We now describe how F(V,D) changes

when we perform each of these three operations. The corner blow-up is simple. As in the

toric case, blowing up Di∩Di+1 simply corresponds to inserting the vector ei+ei+1 between

the edges ei and ei+1 of F(V,D). Next, we consider the smoothing of a node of D:

Proposition 3.3.3. Let (Ṽ , D̃) be a deformation of an anticanonical pair (V,D) such that

D̃ is the smoothing of the node Di−1 ∩ Di. Then F(Ṽ , D̃) is the result of the following

surgery on F(V,D): Delete the triangular face fi−1,i and glue the triangle fi,i+1 to the

triangle fi−2,i−1 via the gluing map

ei 7→ ei−1

ei−1 7→ 2ei−1 − ei.

Proof. By the definition of F(V,D),

ei−1 + ei+1 = diei

ei−2 + ei = di−1ei−1.

After gluing, the edge clockwise to ei−1 is simply ei−2, whereas the edge counterclockwise

to ei−1 is the image of ei+1 under the gluing map, which equals (di− 2)ei−1 + ei. From the

equation

ei−2 + [(di − 2)ei−1 + ei] = (di−1 + di − 2)ei−1

we determine that the glued edge has negative self-intersection di−1 + di − 2. By Re-

mark 2.3.6, the resulting integral-affine surface is F(Ṽ , D̃). Note that in the oriented basis

(ei−1, ei), the gluing map is given by the matrix

 2 1

−1 0

 . �

Now we describe how an internal blow-up changes F(V,D):
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Proposition 3.3.4. Let (Ṽ , D̃) be an internal blow-up of an anticanonical pair (V,D) on

the component Di. Then F(Ṽ , D̃) is the result of the following surgery on F(V,D): Cut

open the edge ei corresponding to the component Di and re-glue triangle fi,i+1 to triangle

fi−1,i via the gluing map

ei 7→ ei

ei+1 7→ ei + ei+1.

Proof. We note that ei−1 + ei+1 = diei. After gluing, the edge clockwise to ei is ei−1

and the edge counterclockwise to ei is the image of ei+1 under the gluing map, which is

ei + ei+1. The equation

ei−1 + [ei + ei+1] = (di + 1)ei

implies that the glued edge has negative self-intersection di + 1, as is the case for F(Ṽ , D̃).

Note that in the oriented basis (ei, ei+1), the gluing map is given by the matrix

1 1

0 1

 .

�
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CHAPTER 4

Lagrangian fibrations on anticanonical pairs

This chapter describes two surgeries on integral-affine surfaces that prove useful in the

construction of a Type III anticanonical pair (X0, D) in the next section. These surgeries

are motivated by work of Symington [Sym03] on almost toric fibrations, with further

details in Section 4.1. For the remainder of this chapter, let (S, P,A) denote a singular

integral-affine surface with a polygonal boundary ∂S = P homeomorphic to a circle. That

is, the boundary

P = P1 + · · ·+ Pn

is the union of a sequence of segments Pi put end-to-end, with each segment integral-affine

equivalent to a straight line segment between two lattice points. We index the boundary

components Pi such that they go counterclockwise around S as i increases. Let

vi,i+1 := Pi ∩ Pi+1

denote a vertex of P and let xi and yi denote the primitive integral vectors emanating from

vi,i+1 along Pi+1 and Pi, respectively. Thus, yi+1 = −xi in a local chart on S containing the

edge Pi. In this section, we assume that (xi, yi) is an oriented lattice basis. Consequently,

the interior angles at the vertices of P are less than π in any integral-affine chart.

4.1. Almost toric fibrations

Let (X,ω) be a symplectic, toric surface. Recall that there is a moment map

µ : (X,ω)→ S

to a convex planar polygon S (including its interior) such that the toric boundary compo-

nents of X map to the components of ∂S. The general fiber of µ is a Lagrangian torus,

which degenerates on the edges of S to a circle and on the vertices of S to a point. When

[ω] ∈ H2(Y,Z) is integral, the moment polygon can be taken to have integral vertices.
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Setting P = ∂S, we have that (S, P, ∅) is a non-singular integral-affine surface satisfying

the assumptions of this chapter—for instance, the pair of primitive integral vectors (xi, yi)

emanating from a vertex of S along two adjacent edges forms an oriented lattice basis.

Following [Sym03], an almost toric fibration of (Y,D, ω) is a Lagrangian fibration

µ : (Y,D, ω)→ (S, P,A)

with µ−1(P ) = D whose general fiber is a smooth 2-torus, which undergoes symplectic

reduction over the boundary P , and whose interior fibers may also degenerate to a necklace

of spheres at some finite set of points A. The almost toric base (S, P,A) is a generalization

of the moment polygon, and has a natural affine-linear structure with transition functions

valued in SL2(Z)nR2, and singularities at points v ∈ A where the fiber µ−1(v) is singular.

The inverse image of P is an anticanonical divisor of X in the sense of symplectic geometry.

One can think of an almost toric fibration as a symplectic analogue of a Lefschetz

fibration. A component of the necklace of spheres µ−1(p) over a point p ∈ A is a Lagrangian

sphere, and thus has self-intersection −2, unless the necklace has only one component, in

which case it has self-intersection 0. The local structure of the Lagrangian fibration near

p is uniquely determined by the number of components of µ−1(p), as is the integral-affine

structure of the base near p.

Definition 4.1.1. We define an integral-affine singularity of type Ak to be the result of

cutting from the origin in R2 along the ray spanned by e1 and gluing the clockwise edge

of the cut to the counterclockwise edge of the cut by the matrix1 k

0 1


in the (e1, e2)-basis. The only allowable singularities of an almost toric base are those of

type Ak, and the singular fiber lying over such a singularity is a necklace of k Lagrangian

two-spheres. The monodromy-invariant line through an Ak singularity is the line spanned

by e1. It is tangent to the unique eigenvector of the monodromy around the singularity.

Remark 4.1.2. The local structure of an almost toric fibration is uniquely determined by

the integral-affine structure on the base—given any integral-affine surface (S, P,A) such
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that the singularities are of type Ak, we may construct a unique symplectic four-manifold

(Y,D, ω) which has a Lagrangian fibration over (S, P,A) and exhibits symplectic boundary

reduction over P . Furthermore, when (S, P,A) satisfies the assumptions of this chapter,

the class of the symplectic form is integral: [ω] ∈ H2(Y,Z).

Definition 4.1.3. The lattice length length(L) of a line segment L ⊂ (S, P,A) with rational

slope is the positive real number r such that L = r~v, where ~v is a primitive integral vector

parallel to L. The symplectic area of Di is equal to [ω] ·Di = length(Pi).

In addition to being able to measure symplectic areas of real surfaces in (Y,D, ω) via

lattice lengths in the base, the symplectic volume

∫
Y
ω2 is twice the area of the almost

toric base (S, P,A) over which Y fibers. The area is well-defined because integral-affine

transformations preserve area.

Definition 4.1.4. Choose a chart of S containing a neighborhood of the edge Pi. We

define the negative self-intersection di of the boundary component Pi by the formula

diyi = yi−1 − xi

(= yi−1 + yi+1).

We do not define di by the formula diyi = yi−1 + yi+1 because yi+1 is not a vector

based at a point on Pi and thus, may not be defined in our chosen neighborhood of Pi. By

extending our chart to a neighborhood of Pi∪Pi+1, this definition would become valid. Note

that Definition 4.1.4 fails when P has only one boundary component, as no neighborhood

of the single edge is contractible. This problem is resolved by working in a chart on the

universal cover of a neighborhood of the boundary component.

Let (Y,D, ω) be an anticanonical pair with an almost toric fibration

(Y,D, ω)→ (S, P,A)

which maps components of D to components of P . The negative self-intersection di of the

component Di is equal to the negative self-intersection of Pi in the sense of Definition 4.1.4.

Symington defines three surgeries on an almost toric base (S, P,A), which we term an

internal blow-up, a node smoothing, and a nodal slide. Each of these operations produces
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a new almost toric base. The surgeries have corresponding operations on the symplectic

four-manifolds that fiber over the almost toric base.

4.2. Internal blow-ups

Definition 4.2.1. We define an internal blow-up of (S, P,A) on the boundary component

Pi. First, delete a triangle T ⊂ S satisfying:

i. One edge of T is a proper subset of Pi.

ii. The remainder of T lies in the interior of S.

iii. T is integral-affine equivalent to an integer multiple of a basis triangle.

Let v be the unique vertex of T contained in the interior of S. Denote by (e1, e2) the

oriented lattice basis emanating from v along the edges of T . See Figure 4.1. Glue the

edge along e2 of S\T to the edge along e1 of S\T via the unique affine-linear map which

fixes v, maps e2 7→ e1, and preserves the line containing Pi. The resulting integral-affine

surface is an internal blow-up of (S, P,A) on the boundary component Pi. Its singular set

is A ∪ {v}.

Figure 4.1. An internal blow-up on Pi.

In the (e1, e2) basis, the gluing map acts by the matrix 2 1

−1 0


and is a shear transformation along the line through v parallel to Pi. An internal blow-up

does not change the number of boundary components because the lefthand and righthand
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pieces of Pi are glued into a single line segment. After the surgery, (xj , yj) is still an

oriented lattice basis for all j because the internal blow-up does not alter the integral-

affine structure in the neighborhood of a vertex. The smallest possible triangle T removed

in an internal blow-up is a basis triangle.

Remark 4.2.2. Let (Y,D, ω) → (S, P,A) be an almost toric fibration. Let (S̃, P̃ , Ã)

denote the result of an internal blow-up on (S, P,A) in which n times some basis triangle

has been removed from the edges Pi. An internal blow-up π : (Ỹ , D̃) → (Y,D) on the

component Di admits an almost toric fibration

(Ỹ , D̃, ω̃)→ (S̃, P̃ , Ã)

and the class of the symplectic form is [ω̃] = π∗[ω] − nE where E is the class of the

exceptional curve introduced by the blow-up.

4.3. Node smoothings and nodal slides

Definition 4.3.1. We define a node smoothing of (S, P,A) at Pi ∩ Pi+1. For some n ∈ N,

make a cut along the segment from vi,i+1 to a point

v := vi,i+1 + n(xi + yi)

lying in S\P . See Figure 4.2. Glue the clockwise edge of the cut (from the perspective of

v) to the counterclockwise edge of the cut by the shearing map which point-wise fixes the

line containing the cut and maps xi to −yi. The resulting integral-affine surface is a node

smoothing of (S, P,A) at Pi ∩ Pi+1. Its singular set is A ∪ {v}.
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Figure 4.2. A node smoothing of vi,i+1.

Note that even though the gluing fixes the cut point-wise, it alters the integral-affine

structure on the clockwise edge of the cut. Let e1 := −xi − yi be the primitive integral

vector emanating from v along the cut, and let e2 be any vector such that (e1, e2) is an

oriented lattice basis. Then, in the (e1, e2) basis, the gluing map is1 1

0 1

 .

The gluing is independent of the choice of e2 because it is a shear fixing e1. The boundary

of a node smoothing of (S, P,A) has one fewer edge than (S, P,A): After a node smoothing,

the edges Pi and Pi+1 are straightened into a single edge because the image of xi under

the gluing map is −yi. As in the case of the internal blow-up, (xj , yj) is still an oriented

lattice basis for all j 6= i after the surgery because the node smoothing does not alter the

integral-affine structure in the neighborhood of a vertex vj,j+1 such that j 6= i. The vertex

vi,i+1 ceases to exist after the surgery. The smallest possible cut for a node smoothing is

when n = 1.

Definition 4.3.2. A nodal slide is the translation of anAk singularity along its monodromy-

invariant line. This process may be performed continuously, and there is a family of sym-

plectomorphic surfaces that fiber over the family of almost toric bases [Sym03].

A degenerate example of a nodal slide is the node smoothing, in which a sliding A1 sin-

gularity collides with a boundary component of (S, P,A) satisfying the following condition:
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The primitive integral vectors along the boundary component and along the monodromy-

invariant line form a lattice basis.

Remark 4.3.3. Let (Y,D, ω) → (S, P,A) be an almost toric fibration. Let (S̃, P̃ , Ã)

denote the result of a node smoothing of (S, P,A) at Pi ∩ Pi+1. A node smoothing (Ỹ , D̃)

of (Y,D) at Di ∩Di+1 admits an almost toric fibration

(Ỹ , D̃, ω̃)→ (S̃, P̃ , Ã).

As for a nodal slide, the class of the symplectic form remains constant: [ω̃] = [ω] (the

cohomology of Y and Ỹ are isomorphic because the node smoothing is a topologically

trivial deformation).

Proposition 4.3.4. An internal blow-up of (S, P,A) on the boundary component Pi trans-

forms the negative self-intersections of the boundary components as follows:

(. . . , di, . . . ) 7→ (. . . , di + 1, . . . )

while smoothing the node Pi ∩ Pi+1 of (S, P,A) transforms the negative self-intersections

of the boundary components as follows:

(. . . , di, di+1, . . . ) 7→ (. . . , di + di+1 − 2, . . . ).

Proof. The proof follows from Remarks 4.2.2 and 4.3.3. �
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CHAPTER 5

A proof of Looijenga’s conjecture

5.1. Main Construction

In this section, we present the construction of a Type III anticanonical pair (X0, D)

from an anticanonical pair (Y,D), thus proving Looijenga’s conjecture. But first, we need:

Proposition 5.1.1. Every anticanonical pair (Y,D) can be expressed as a sequence of node

smoothings and internal blow-ups starting with a toric pair (Y ,D).

Proof. Express (Y,D) as a sequence of corner and internal blow-ups of a minimal

anticanonical pair (Y0, D0). We may factor the blow-down to (Y0, D0) into maps α and β

(Y,D)
α−→ (Y1, D1)

β−→ (Y0, D0)

such that α consists only of interior blow-ups, while β consists only of corner blow-ups. By

direct examination (see Lemma 3.2 of [FM83]), every minimal anticanonical pair (Y0, D0) is

a node smoothing of a minimal toric anticanonical pair, i.e. there is a family of anticanonical

pairs with cycle D0 that degenerates to a toric pair. Performing all the corner blow-ups

of β on this family expresses (Y1, D1) as a node smoothing of a toric pair (Y ,D). Thus,

(Y,D) is the result of interior blow-ups and node smoothings on (Y ,D). �

In fact, we may also degenerate the interior blow-ups of α to corner blow-ups, thus

proving every anticanonical pair (Y,D) degenerates to a toric pair, or equivalently, every

anticanonical pair is the result of node smoothings alone on some toric pair.

Part I. We express (Y,D) as a sequence of node smoothings and internal blow-ups on

a toric pair (Y ,D). Let S be a large moment polygon for (Y ,D) with integral vertices.

We define P := ∂S. Then (S, P , ∅) is an integral-affine surface with boundary, and no

singularities, such that (xi, yi) is an oriented lattice basis. The components P i of the

boundary have negative self-intersections −D2
i for all i, in the sense of Definition 4.1.4,
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and we may simply define (S, P , ∅) by this property, should we wish to avoid an appeal to

symplectic geometry.

For each internal blow-up or node smoothing of (Y ,D) applied to produce (Y,D), we

perform an associated internal blow-up or node smoothing on the integral-affine surface

(S, P , ∅). For instance, we may assume that all surgeries are minimal size, i.e. internal

blow-ups remove a single basis triangle and node smoothings have cuts of minimal length,

as in the example below. Since we are applying Q(Y,D) surgeries of fixed size, but (S, P , ∅)

can be arbitrarily large, we may choose a moment polygon large enough to accommodate

all the surgeries. We denote the resulting integral-affine surface by (S, P,A).

Figure 5.1. A moment

polygon (S, P , ∅) for Y .

Figure 5.2. An almost

toric base (S, P,A) for Y .

By Proposition 4.3.4, the negative self-intersections of the boundary components Pi are

equal to the negative self-intersections di of the components of D. Thus, (S, P,A) is the

base of an almost toric fibration of (Y,D, ω) for some symplectic form ω. For example, the

Figure 5.1 is a large moment polygon (S, P , ∅) for the toric surface

(P1 × P1, D1 +D2 +D3 +D4).

Figure 5.2 demonstrates 18 surgeries on (S, P , ∅): Four internal blow-ups on D1, two

internal blow-ups on D2, six internal blow-ups on D3, five internal blow-ups on D4 and a
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node smoothing of D1 ∩D2. After the surgeries, the integral-affine surface (S, P,A) is the

almost toric base of a negative-definite anticanonical pair (Y,D, ω) with d = (d1, d2, d3) =

(4, 6, 5). The charge of (Y,D) is 18, because each surgery increases the charge by 1.

Part II. Let U ⊃ P be a small, collar neighborhood of the boundary of (S, P,A), as

shown in Figure 5.2. Note that π1(U) = Z. Consider the developing map

φ : Ũ → R2

from the universal cover of U to R2. The universal cover P̃ of the boundary P maps to an

infinite lattice polygon in R2. Let (d1, . . . , dn) denote the cycle of negative self-intersections

of the components of D, with indices in Z/nZ. Each edge Pi is integral-affine equivalent to

some interval [0,mi] on the x-axis, for a unique mi ∈ N. Then φ(P̃ ) is an infinite sequence

of vectors {mizi}i∈Z put end-to-end, such that (−zi, zi+1) is an oriented lattice basis, and

dizi = zi−1 + zi+1

for all i (the indices of mi and di are taken mod n). We call φ(P̃ ) a discrete hyperbola.

The interior angles of the discrete hyperbola are less than π because (−zi, zi+1) is a lattice

basis for all i ∈ Z. One possible image of Ũ under the developing map is shown in Figure

5.3 with the lower edge forming the discrete hyperbola.

Figure 5.3. The image of the developing map of a collar neighborhood of

the boundary of (S, P,A).
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We claim that the discrete hyperbola has two asymptotic lines L1 and L2 which are

the invariant lines of the monodromy transformation M := M(γ) associated to a counter-

clockwise loop γ around the boundary of (S, P,A). The change-of-basis from (−zi−1, zi)

to (−zi, zi+1) is  0 1

−1 di

 .

Therefore, the SL2(Z) part of the monodromy N := N(γ) is conjugate in SL2(Z) to the

product

n∏
i=1

 0 1

−1 di


because the counterclockwise monodromy is conjugate to the change-of-basis from (−z0, z1)

to (−zn, zn+1). By choosing a basis properly, we may assume that N is equal to the above

product. The full monodromy transformation is

M · v = N · v +B

for some B ∈ Z2. Whenever (d1, . . . , dn) is negative-definite, trN > 2 and therefore N has

two distinct, irrational positive eigenvalues. We solve the equation v = N · v + B to find

the unique, rational fixed point

v0 := (I −N)−1B

of M . Then L1 and L2 are the lines going through v0 parallel to the eigenvectors of N .

The invariant line associated to the eigenvalue greater than one is stable, while the other

invariant line is unstable. To prove that the discrete hyperbola is asymptotic to L1 and

L2, we note that the monodromy transformation M sends the discrete hyperbola to itself

by mapping

M : φ(P̃i) 7→ φ(P̃i+n).

Thus, the edges φ(P̃i) of the discrete hyperbola approach the stable and unstable invariant

lines of M as the index i approaches positive and negative infinity, respectively. The

discrete hyperbola bounds a convex region because its interior angles are less than π.

Any line going though v0 between L1 and L2 eventually intersects this region, because
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Figure 5.4. A fundamental domain for the action of M on R.

the discrete hyperbola approaches the eigenlines of M . Then, convexity implies that the

complement of this convex region is star-shaped at v0.

Let R denote the region bounded by L1, L2, and the discrete hyperbola. Let L be any

line going through v0 between L1 and L2 (for instance, we may assume L is a line through

v0 and a vertex of the discrete hyperbola). Then the region bounded by L, M · L, and

φ(P̃ ) is a fundamental domain for the action of M on R, see figure 5.4. The integral-affine

quotient

(C,P op, {v0}) := {Mn : n ∈ Z}\R

is a cone over P with the opposite orientation, which we denote P op. It is the result of

gluing the edge of the fundamental domain bounded by L to the edge bounded by M · L.

We can in fact form a quotient

{Mn : n ∈ Z}\(φ(Ũ) ∪R) = U ∪ C

and thus the cone C glues to the boundary of S to produce an integral-affine sphere

(Ŝ, ∅, A ∪ {v0}) = (S, P,A) ∪ (C,P op, {v0}).

The only extra singularity introduced is that at v0. But v0 may have rational coordinates.

So let k be an integer such that v0 is an integral point of (Ŝ[k], ∅, A ∪ {v0}).
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Part III. The fundamental domains of (S[k], P [k], A) and (C[k], P op[k], {v0}), shown

(up to refinement) in Figures 5.2 and 5.4, are simply lattice polygons. We view a cut from a

node smoothing as two overlapping-edges. We may triangulate these fundamental domains

into basis triangles, and glue them together to give (Ŝ[k], ∅, A ∪ {v0}) the structure of a

triangulated integral-affine surface with singularities. Now that we have established the

existence of such a triangulation of (Ŝ[k], ∅, A ∪ {v0}), we choose amongst all of them one

which attains the minimal possible number of edges emanating from v0.

Let vi be a vertex of the triangulation of Ŝ[k] which is non-singular. Then star(vi) is

the pseudo-fan of some toric surface (Vi, Di). Now suppose that vi ∈ A is a singular point

not equal to v0. Each such singularity vi is introduced by a surgery on S. Let vi ∈ S denote

the pre-image of vi ∈ S. In the case of an internal blow-up, one of the triangular faces of

star(vi) is along the triangle removed for the surgery. Then star(vi) is the pseudo-fan of

a toric surface. Note the following:

i. An internal blow-up on S as described in Definition 4.2.1 corresponds to a node

smoothing on star(vi) by Proposition 3.3.3.

ii. A node smoothing on S as described in Definition 4.3.1 corresponds to an internal

blow-up on star(vi) by Proposition 3.3.4.

We conclude that there is an anticanonical pair (Vi, Di) whose pseudo-fan is star(vi) for

all i 6= 0.

Now consider v0. The monodromy N = N(γ) of a counterclockwise loop around

the boundary P is equal to the monodromy of a clockwise loop around v0. Thus, the

monodromy of a counterclockwise loop around v0 is N−1.

Lemma 5.1.2. The pseudo-fan F(V0, D
′) is isomorphic to star(v0).

Proof. Let d0 = (d01, . . . , d0r) denote the negative self-intersections of the edges

(e01, . . . , e0r) emanating from v0. We claim that d0i ≥ 2 for all i. First, we show that

d0i ≤ 0 is impossible. Suppose for the sake of contradiction that d0i ≤ 0. Then the formula

d0ie0i = e0(i−1) + e0(i+1)
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implies that the angle ∠(vi−1v0vi+1) subtended by star(v0) between e0(i−1) and e0(i+1) is

at least π in any integral-affine chart. But, by the definition of the integral-affine structure

on C, the image of the developing map of star(v0) lies within the region R. Thus d0i ≤ 0

is impossible, because the image of the developing map of star(v0) subtends an angle less

than π—it subtends the angle formed at v0 by L1 and L2.

If d0i = 1, then the union of the two triangles containing e0i is integral-affine equivalent

to the unit square. But then we may alter the triangulation by flipping the diagonal of this

square, thus decreasing the total number of edges emanating from v0. This contradicts our

assumption that the number of edges emanating from v0 is minimal. Hence d0i ≥ 2 for

all i. If d0i = 2 for all i, then the image of developing map subtends an angle of exactly

π, which is also impossible. Hence d0i ≥ 3 for some i. Thus d0 is negative-definite. We

remark that similar ideas arise when constructing minimal resolutions of non-smooth toric

surfaces, see Section 2.6 of [Ful93].

The developing map, when restricted to the boundary of star(v0), maps to an infinite

lattice polygon lying in R and bounded by L1 and L2. Because d0 is negative-definite, the

angles of this infinite lattice polygon are less than π, and thus, it bounds a convex region.

Furthermore, the image of the developing map of star(v0) contains no lattice points in its

interior because it is a union of basis triangles containing v0. See Figure 5.5. This uniquely

characterizes the image of the developing map of star(v0): It is the region between L1 and

L2 in the complement of the convex hull of the lattice points between L1 and L2. We say

star(v0) has property (?).

Let d = (d1, . . . , dn) and d′ = (d′1, . . . , d
′
s). The following matrices are conjugate in

SL2(Z):

r∏
i=1

0 −1

1 d0i

 ∼ N−1 =

 n∏
i=1

 0 1

−1 di

−1 ∼ s∏
i=1

0 −1

1 d′i


where the last similarity is a general fact about dual cycles, see [Ino77]. That is, the

monodromy of star(v0) is conjugate to the monodromy of F(V0, D
′). By post-composing

with an integral-affine transformation, we may assume that these monodromies are equal

and that the developing map of F(V0, D
′) maps into the region between L1 and L2. Since

d′ is negative-definite, the image of the developing map of F(V0, D
′) is also characterized by
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Figure 5.5. The image of the developing map of star(v0).

property (?). Since the monodromy acts the same on these images, F(V0, D
′) and star(v0)

are isomorphic, as triangulated integral-affine surfaces. �

For every vertex vi with i 6= 0 of the triangulation of (Ŝ[k], ∅, A∪ {v0}), we have found

an anticanonical pair (Vi, Di) whose pseudo-fan is star(vi). In addition, we have proved

that F(V0, D
′) = star(v0). Consider the union of the surfaces

X0 :=
⋃

vi∈Ŝ[k][0]
(Vi, Di)

where we identify Dij with Dji so that nodes of Di are identified with nodes of Dj . By

Remark 3.2.8, X0 satisfies the triple point formula. So X0 satisfies all the assumptions of

a Type III anticanonical pair (X0, D).

Theorem 5.1.3 (Looijenga’s Conjecture). If D is the anticanonical divisor of some ratio-

nal surface, then the cusp singularity associated to D′ is smoothable.

Proof. Let (Y,D) be an anticanonical pair. Apply parts 1, 2, and 3 of the construction

to produce a Type III anticanonical pair (X0, D). Theorem 2.5.2 implies that the cusp D′

is smoothable. �

Modifications. We state four generalizations and modifications of the construction:
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(1) We need not assume that the singularities introduced in the surgeries on (S, P , ∅)

are distinct. The number of surgeries that the vertex vi is involved in (either as

the vertex of a triangle removed from S for an internal blow-up, or as the end of

a cut for a node smoothing) is equal to the charge Q(Vi, Di) of the anticanonical

pair whose pseudo-fan is star(vi). In addition, the edges of the triangles removed

for internal blow-ups may overlap, and may also overlap cuts for node smoothings.

(2) We assumed that for every component of D, the length of the associated boundary

component of P was positive. This assumption is unnecessary—some boundary

components may have length zero (but at least three edges must have positive

length, because S must have nonempty interior).

(3) The internal blow-ups on a boundary component of (S, P , ∅) decrease its length.

After the surgeries are performed, we may allow some of the boundary components

of (S, P,A) to have length zero. When only some of the boundary components

have length zero, we continue with the construction by applying the developing

map to a collar neighborhood of the boundary.

(4) If, after the surgeries, all the boundary components have length zero, then (S, P,A)

has no boundary, is already homeomorphic to a sphere, and we may directly apply

part 3 of the construction.

Remark 5.1.4. A more careful analysis shows that the fourth modification is always

possible for the sub-class of anticanonical pairs (Y,D) that do not blow down to any other

negative-definite pair. This gives a simple normal crossings resolution of a smoothing of

the cusp associated to D′. Another proof of Looijenga’s conjecture follows by observing

that whenever (Z,E) blows down to (Y,D), there is a Wahl cusp adjacency [Wah80] from

E′ to D′, see Proposition 6.2.3. That is, the cusp associated to E′ partially smooths to the

cusp associated to D′. By the openness of versality, smoothability of the cusp associated

D′ implies smoothability of the cusp associated to E′.

5.2. Examples

We present two related examples of the fourth modification, avoiding Part II of the

construction. Let (Y,D) be a negative-definite pair such that Q(Y,D) = 3. It can be
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shown that all negative-definite anticanonical pairs with Q(Y,D) = 3 have three disjoint

internal exceptional curves, which can be blown down to a toric surface

π : (Y,D)→ (Y ,D).

We call (Y ,D) a toric model. Let Da1 , Da2 , and Da3 be the three components of D that

receive the internal blow-ups. Up to scaling by Z, there is a unique moment polygon

(S, P , ∅) of the toric model in which P a1 , P a2 , and P a3 are the only edges of nonzero

length.

To construct (S, P,A), we perform internal blow-ups on the three boundary components

of (S, P , ∅). To do so, we must delete a multiple of a basis triangle from each of the edges.

For any anticanonical pair (Y,D) of charge three, it can be proven that (S, P , ∅) has room

to perform internal blow-ups that decrease the lengths of all three edges to zero. So P is

empty, and (S, P,A) may immediately be triangulated into basis triangles, from which we

construct X0.

Example 5.2.1. Consider the cusp singularity D′ with cycle d′ = (6, 9). The dual cycle

D has negative self-intersections

d = (3, 2, 2, 2, 3, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2).

There are two distinct deformation families of pairs with anticanonical cycle D. The defor-

mations preserve the classes of exceptional curves, so each deformation family is associated

to a different toric model. Let (iY,D) with i = 1, 2 be two anticanonical pairs representing

these two deformation families. The cycles of negative self-intersections of the two toric

models are

1d = (3, 2, 1, 2, 3, 1, 2, 2, 2, 2, 1)

2d = (3, 2, 2, 1, 3, 2, 1, 2, 2, 2, 1)

By blowing down exceptional curves in iD, we can draw fans for (iY , iD), from which

we can construct moment polygons (iS, iP , ∅) for i = 1, 2. We choose moment polygons

such that only components of 1P of positive length are 1P 3,
1P 6, and 1P 11, while the only

components of 2P of positive length are 2P 4,
2P 7, and 2P 11 as in Figure 5.6.
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Figure 5.6. Moment

polygons for (iY , iD).

Figure 5.7. Almost toric

bases for (iY,D).

We perform three internal blow-ups on (iS, iP , ∅) by deleting a multiple of a basis

triangle resting on each of the three edges, then gluing the remaining two edges of each tri-

angle. Furthermore, we choose surgeries large enough to reduce the length of the boundary

to zero. The resulting integral affine surfaces (iS, iP, iA) are shown Figure 5.7. Because iS

has no boundary, we may immediately triangulate it into basis triangles, and construct the

simple normal crossings surface iX0 whose dual complex is iS. The triangulations of iS and

the surfaces iX0 are shown in Figure 5.8. The Hirzebruch-Inoue pair (V0, D
′) is the outer

face in both illustrations.

The surface iX0 smooths to give a family iX → ∆ of surfaces over the disc whose

general fiber is a pair with anticanonical cycle D. It is a natural question to ask whether

the general fiber of iX is deformation-equivalent to (iY,D). We give an affirmative answer

to this question in the following section, providing evidence for Conjecture 6.1 of [FM83]:

That the number of smoothing components of p′ is equal to the number of deformation

families of anticanonical pairs (Y,D).
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Figure 5.8. Two Type III anticanonical pairs (iX0, D).
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5.3. A strengthening of Looijenga’s conjecture

We prove in this section that when one applies the construction in Section 5.1 to

an anticanonical pair (Y,D), the resulting Type III anticanonical (X0, D) smooths to an

anticanonical pair deformation-equivalent to (Y,D). One corollary is a strengthening of

Looijenga’s conjecture: The number of smoothing components of p′ is greater than or equal

to the number of deformation families of anticanonical pairs (Y,D).

Let us summarize the construction of Section 5.1: We first produce an integral-affine

surface (S, P,A) over which (Y,D, ω) admits an almost toric fibration. Next, we attach

S to the cone C over its boundary to produce a sphere Ŝ = S ∪ C. The integral-affine

structure on S extends naturally to Ŝ. Finally, we triangulate Ŝ and prove it is the dual

complex of a Type III anticanonical pair (X0, D). Attaching the cone over the boundary of

(S, P,A) is in fact a rather natural operation from the viewpoint of symplectic geometry,

and the fibration over S extends to Ŝ:

Remark 5.3.1. By Remark 4.1.2, there is an the almost toric fibration

(Y \D, ω̂)→ (Ŝ\{v0}, ∅, A)

over the punctured sphere Ŝ\{v0}. Here ω̂ is a symplectic form on Y \D. This fibration can

be thought of as undoing the symplectic boundary reduction of the almost toric fibration

of (Y,D, ω) → (S, P,A), then extending along the punctured cone C\{v0}. The almost

toric fibration over Ŝ\{v0} extends continuously to a map

µ : (Y,D, ω̂)→ (Ŝ, ∅, A ∪ {v0})

which sends D 7→ v0. Contracting the boundary P towards the cone point v0 produces a

family of almost toric bases, and thus a family of almost toric fibrations. The map µ can

be thought of as the limit of these almost toric fibrations. The symplectic form ω̂ extends

by zero from Y \D to all of Y . We abuse notation slightly, and also call µ an almost toric

fibration, despite the fact that ω̂ is degenerate on D and is only non-degenerate on Y \D .

We henceforth denote a boundaryless integral-affine surface (S, ∅, A) by (S,A).
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Proposition 5.3.2. Let B := (S2, A ∪ {v0}) be an integral-affine sphere with singulari-

ties at integral points. Suppose that the singularity at v0 is integral-affine equivalent to a

neighborhood of the singularity of F(V0, D
′). The following conditions are equivalent:

i. The singularities in A are type Ak.

ii. There is an almost toric fibration (Y,D, ω) → B, where ω is degenerate on D,

such that D 7→ v0.

iii. After some finite order refinement and triangulation, B is the dual complex of a

Type III anticanonical pair (X0, D) such that the non-toric pairs (Vi, Di) are the

result of blowing up a toric pair on a single boundary component.

Sketch. ii. =⇒ i. follows from [Sym03]: The singularities of the base of an almost

toric fibration are always of type Ak. In addition, i. =⇒ ii. follows from Remark

4.1.2: Given an integral-affine surface with Ak singularities, one may construct a unique

symplectic four-manifold admitting an almost toric fibration over it. To construct the

fibration in a neighborhood of v0, apply Remark 5.3.1.

Next, we show iii. =⇒ i. Suppose there is a Type III anticanonical pair (X0, D) such

that B[`] = Γ(X0) and the non-toric pairs (Vi, Di) of X0 are the result of a k-fold internal

blow-up a toric pair (V i, Di) on a single boundary component Dij . Then star(vi) can be

determined by Proposition 3.3.4: Let eij be the edge of F(V i, Di) associated to Dij . Then

star(vi) is the result of cutting along eij and gluing by a shear

1 k

0 1

 which fixes eij .

Thus, the singularity of star(vi) is agreement with the definition of a type Ak singularity,

see Definition 4.1.1. Hence singularities of B[`] are of type Ak. Since refinement does not

change any of the integral-affine singularities, we conclude that the singularities of B are

of type Ak.

Now assume i. We will show iii. holds. As shown above, an Ak singularity v ∈ A can be

locally modeled by the pseudo-fan of an anticanonical pair (V,D) which is the result of a

k-fold internal blow-up on a single component of a toric pair, for instance a k-fold blow-up

of a toric pair (P1 × P1,�), whose anticanonical divisor has self-intersections (0, 0, 0,−k).

There is an inclusion of the neighborhood of the singularity of F(V,D) into B such that the
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image of the singular point is v. This inclusion may fail to extend to the whole of F(V,D)

because B may be “too small.” Even if for each v ∈ A, there is an inclusion F(V,D) ↪→ B,

these inclusions may overlap for two vertices v, w ∈ A. But after some order ` refinement,

all the pseudo-fans F(V,D) for v ∈ A will include into B[`] and be disjoint. Similarly,

F(V0, D
′) may be included into B[`] so that the image of the singular point is v0. We may

then triangulate the complement of the images of these pseudo-fans. This triangulation of

B[`] is the dual complex of a Type III anticanonical pair (X0, D) such that the non-toric

pair corresponding to the vertex v ∈ A is (V,D). Thus, we have shown that iii. holds. �

Definition 5.3.3. An integral-affine sphere (S2, A∪{v0}) satisfying any one of the equiv-

alent conditions of Proposition 5.3.2 is called generic.

Theorem 5.3.4. Let B := (S2, A ∪ {v0}) be generic. By Proposition 5.3.2, there is an

almost toric fibration of a symplectic four-manifold

µ : (Y,D, ω)→ B.

Furthermore, after some finite order refinement, B[`] = Γ(X0) is the dual complex of the

central fiber of a Type III degeneration (X ,D) of anticanonical pairs with general fiber

(Xt, D). There is a diffeomorphism (Y,D)→ (Xt, D) sending Di 7→ Di.

Proof. Since there is an almost toric fibration (Y,D, `ω) → B[`] we may as well

assume ` = 1. Define B0 = B\A ∪ {v0}. Over B0 we have a smooth Lagrangian torus

fibration. As noted in [Sym03], we can view this fibration as the quotient of the symplectic

manifold T ∗B0 by a lattice T ∗Z ⊂ T ∗B0 varying continuously in the fibers of T ∗B0 → B0:

µ−1(B0) ∼= T ∗B0/T
∗
Z .

Consider the intersection complex Γ(X0)
∨ of the Type III anticanonical pair X0, which

has a face for each surface Vi, an edge for each double curve Dij , and a trivalent vertex for

each triple point Tijk. We may map the intersection complex into the dual complex

Γ(X0)
∨ → Γ(X0) ∼= B

in such a way that:
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(1) The image of a vertex of Γ(X0)
∨ lies in the associated triangle of Γ(X0).

(2) The image of an edge of Γ(X0)
∨ crosses the associated edge of Γ(X0).

(3) The image of a face of Γ(X0)
∨ contains the associated vertex of Γ(X0).

See Figure 5.8 for example. There is a canonical isomorphism

H1(Yb,Z) ∼= T ∗Z,b ⊂ T ∗b B.

Let e∨ij be an edge in the one-skeleton of Γ(X0)
∨. It intersects the associated edge eij in

the one-skeleton of Γ(X0) at one point b ∈ B0. Up to sign, there is a unique primitive

co-vector ηij ∈ T ∗Z,b ⊂ T ∗b which vanishes on the edge eij . Collapse the tori lying over e∨ij to

circles so that the vanishing cycle is ηij ∈ H1(Yb,Z). We must necessarily collapse the tori

over the zero-skeleton of Γ(X0)
∨ to points. Such collapse is possible: The three vanishing

cycles ηij , ηjk, and ηki mutually form bases of H1(Yb,Z), and thus the collapse is locally

modeled by the Clemens collapsing map [Cle69] of the SNC degeneration xyz = t:

The general fiber of the family xyz = t admits a fibration by tori defined by the

equations |x| = x0, |y| = y0, and |z| = z0. The Clemens collapsing map ct can be thought

of as mapping the fiber over t to the fiber over 0 by:

ct(x, y, z) =


(0, y, z) if |x| < |y| < |z|

(0, 0, z) if |x| = |y| < |z|

(0, 0, 0) if |x| = |y| = |z|

and extending symmetrically to all other cases. This realizes the Clemens collapse as the

torus collapse described above. In a general torus fiber, the vanishing cycles associated to

the three axes are the three circles x = x0e
iθ, y = y0e

iθ, and z = z0e
iθ, which pairwise

form bases of H1(torus).

Denote the result of the collapse by Ycoll. There is a fibration

ν : Ycoll → B

such that the inverse image of a point lying on an edge of Γ(X0)
∨ is a circle and the inverse

image of a vertex of Γ(X0)
∨ is a point. Let F be a face of Γ(X0)

∨. If F contains vi with

i 6= 0, then the fibration ν
∣∣
F

is diffeomorphic to an almost toric fibration of (Vi, Di) with at
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most one singular fiber. For adjacent double curves Dij , Dik, and Di` on Vi, the vanishing

cycles ηij , ηik, and ηi` satisfy the equation

ηij + ηi` = dikηik

and therefore the boundary components of ν−1(F ) have the correct self-intersections.

Finally, we consider ν−1(F0), where F0 is the face containing the vertex v0. The four-

manifold ν−1(F0) has a particularly simple structure: The cycle D′ fibers over the edges of

F0, whereas D fibers over v0, and elsewhere, ν is a smooth torus fibration. Thus ν−1(F0)

is diffeomorphic to the Hirzebruch-Inoue surface V0. Hence Ycoll and X0 are piecewise

diffeomorphic and the map

Y → Ycoll

is locally modeled by the Clemens collapsing map. Thus, (Y,D) and (Xt, D) are diffeomor-

phic and the diffeomorphism constructed preserves the components of D. �

Corollary 5.3.5. Assume the conditions of Theorem 5.3.4. Impose any algebraic structure

on (Y,D, ω). Then, (Y,D) and (Xt, D) are deformation-equivalent, with the deformation

preserving the cycle D.

Proof. By Theorem 5.3.4, there is a diffeomorphism (Y,D) → (Xt, D) preserving

the classes of Di. Theorem 5.14 of [Fri15] implies (Y,D) and (Xt, D) are deformation-

equivalent, as claimed. �

Remark 5.3.6. As written, the proof of Theorem 5.3.4 only works because dim(B) = 2.

When dim(B) = n, a dimension i facet of Γ(X0)
∨ crosses a unique dimension n− i facet of

Γ(X0), which in turn is determined by an i-dimensional sublattice of T ∗Z . But the vanishing

cycle associated to a dimension i facet of Γ(X0)
∨ should have dimension n− i. The solution

is to instead collapse loops in the dual fibration TB0/TZ, then compactify the dual fibration.

When dim(B) = 2, the torus fibration over B0 and its dual fibration are diffeomorphic, so

there is no need to take the dual fibration or compactify.

Theorem 5.3.7. The number of smoothing components of the cusp singularity p′ is greater

than or equal to the number of deformation families of anticanonical pairs (Y,D).
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Proof. The unmodified construction of Section 5.1 inputs an anticanonical pair (Y,D)

and outputs a Type III anticanonical pair (X0, D) such that Γ(X0) is generic—in fact ev-

ery singularity other than v0 is of type A1. By construction and Remark 5.3.1, the pair

(Y,D) admits an almost toric fibration (Y,D, ω)→ Γ(X0). By Corollary 5.3.5, the general

fiber (Xt, D) of the smoothing (X ,D) is deformation-equivalent to (Y,D). Contracting⋃
i 6=0 Vi produces a smoothing of (V 0, p

′, D) whose general fiber is deformation-equivalent

to (Y,D). Because two general fibers of a single smoothing component are deformation-

equivalent, non-deformation-equivalent pairs (Y,D) produce different smoothing compo-

nents of (V 0, p
′, D). Since the deformations of (V 0, p

′, D) are semi-universal for the cusp

p′, distinct smoothing components of (V 0, p
′, D) correspond to distinct smoothing compo-

nents of p′. The corollary follows. �
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CHAPTER 6

Smoothing components of cusp singularities

6.1. The topology of Type III anticanonical pairs

In this section, we will describe the topology of a Type III anticanonical pair (X0, D).

In addition, we will define two conjecturally equivalent invariants λalg(X0) and λ(X0); the

latter being defined only when Γ(X0) is generic. First, we quickly review the geometry of

simple normal crossings degenerations over the disc. Unless otherwise specified, we assume

that the coefficients of cohomology are Q.

Let X → ∆ be a simple normal crossings degeneration. The total space X deformation

retracts onto the central fiber X0 via the Clemens collapsing map, inducing an isomorphism

Hk(X0) ∼= Hk(X ). If we assume that all components of the central fiber are Kähler, as for

Type III degenerations of K3 surfaces, then the Clemens-Schmid exact sequence

· · · → Hk(X ,X\X0)
α−→ Hk(X )

i∗−→ Hk(Xt)
N−→ Hk(Xt)

β−→ Hk+2(X ,X\X0)→ · · ·

is a long exact sequence repeating every four terms, with indices jumping by two. The

map i∗ is pullback along the inclusion Xt ↪→ X . The map N = log (T ) is the logarithm of

the Picard-Lefschetz transformation given by transporting cohomology along a generator

of π1(∆
∗). The map α is induced by the long-exact sequence of the pair (X ,X\X0). The

map β is the composition

Hk(Xt)
p−→ Hn−k(Xt)

i∗−→ Hn−k(X )
p−→ Hk+2(X ,X\X0)

where i∗ is induced by the inclusion and p is Poincaré duality. We remark that there

are mixed Hodge structures on all of the above cohomology groups, and the maps in the

Clemens-Schmid exact sequence are morphisms of Hodge structures. The exactness at the

joint involving i∗ and N is termed the local invariant cycle theorem, and depends crucially

on the existence of the mixed Hodge structures.
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Now consider a Type III degeneration (X ,D) of anticanonical pairs. Because V0 is not

Kähler, the Clemens-Schmid exact sequence cannot be applied; we will see that the local

invariant cycle theorem fails. First, we must compute the cohomology groups of X0. Apply

the Mayer-Vietoris spectral sequence associated to the cover X0 =
⋃
i

Vi. The E1 page is

E1
p,q⊕

iH
4(Vi)⊕

iH
3(Vi)⊕

iH
2(Vi)

d1 //
⊕

i≤j H
2(Dij)

⊕
iH

1(Vi)⊕
iH

0(Vi)
d1 //

⊕
i≤j H

0(Dij)
d1 //

⊕
i≤j≤kH

0(Tijk)

The coboundary d1 is the so-called combinatorial coboundary, induced by pullbacks

along the inclusions Tijk ↪→ Dij ↪→ Vi. Signs are appropriately chosen to give a differential

d1 which squares to zero.

Proposition 6.1.1. The map d1 :
⊕
i

H2(Vi)→
⊕
i≤j

H2(Dij) is surjective.

Sketch. Let (aij) denote an element of
⊕
H2(Dij). Suppose that d1 is not surjective.

Then the image lies in a hyperplane H :
∑
cijaij = 0. For any anticanonical pair (Vi, Di),

there is an exact sequence

0→ Λ⊗ R→ H2(Vi,R)→
⊕
j

H2(Dij ,R)→ Rs → 0

(the dual of the sequence in Lemma 1.5 of [Fri15]), such that

(1) s = 2 if F(Vi, Di) is non-singular, i.e. (Vi, Di) is toric,

(2) s = 1 if F(Vi, Di) has a singularity of type Ak,

(3) s = 0 if F(Vi, Di) has a singularity not of type Ak.
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Let v denote the vertex of F(V,D). We define the linear functions T ∗v F(V,D) as the vector

space of functions ψ : {ei} → R such that

ψ(ei−1) + ψ(ei+1) = diψ(ei)

where di = −D2
i . We may extend a linear function ψ ∈ T ∗v F(V,D) linearly on the faces

of F(V,D) to evaluate it on any vector originating at v. Let Li denote the monodromy-

invariant line through vi ∈ Γ(X0)
[0] when F(Vi, Di) has a singularity of type Ak. One can

check that T ∗v F(V,D) has dimension s. When s = 1, any linear function vanishes on Li.

Furthermore, the image of

H2(V )→
⊕
i

H2(Di)

lies in the hyperplane
∑
ci[Di] = 0 if and only if there is a linear function ψ such that

ψ(ei) = ci. Applying these generalities to the case at hand, we conclude that there is a

linear function ψi ∈ T ∗viΓ(X0) such that

ψi(eij) = (−1)rijcij

for all j. The sign (−1)rij comes from the combinatorial nature of d1. For our purposes,

we need only know that (−1)rij = (−1)rji+1. The hyperplane H thus gives rise to a set

{ψi} of compatible linear functions:

ψi(eij) = −ψj(eji) = ψj(eij).

We have a value of ψi ∈ T ∗viΓ(X0) for every vertex vi ∈ Γ(X0)
[0]. We interpolate linearly

to all triangles of Γ(X0). Thus, we have a continuous global section ψ ∈ H0(T ∗Γ(X0)).

Consider a triangle tijk ⊂ Γ(X0). Choose an integral-affine chart so that tijk has vertices

vi = (0, 0), vj = (1, 0), and vk = (0, 1). Then at a point (x, y) ∈ tijk, we have

ψ(x,y) = (1− x− y)ψi + xψj + yψk.

Let γ(t) = (x(t), y(t)) = (at+b, ct+d) be a linear path contained in tijk. Define u := ψi(eij),

v := ψi(eik), and w := ψj(ejk). Note that eij + ejk = eik. Then by the compatibility
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condition,

ψγ(t)γ
′(t) =ψ(at+b,ct+d)(aeij + ceik)

= (1− at− b− ct− d)ψi(aeij + ceik) +

(at+ b)ψj(aeij + c(eij + ejk)) + (ct+ d)ψk(a(eik − ejk) + ceik)

= (1− at− b− ct− d)(au+ cv) +

(at+ b)((a+ c)u+ cw) + (ct+ d)(−aw + (a+ c)v)

=C(a, b, c, d, u, v, w)

where C(a, b, c, d, u, v, w) is a constant. Thus we have a “continuous” version of the com-

patibility condition: For any linear path γ(t),

d

dt
ψγ(t)(γ

′(t)) = 0.

Note that c0j = 0 for all j because D0 = D′ is negative-definite and so there is a

surjection H2(V0) � H2(D0). Thus ψv0 = 0. We claim that there is another vertex vi

such that ψvi = 0. If for any singular vi with i 6= 0, we have s = 0, then simply take

p = vi. Otherwise assume all singularities vi are of type Ak. Take line segments connecting

v0 to vi for each singular vi. Then, these segments cannot all be parallel to Li for all i,

as otherwise we could perform nodal slides on vi until they all collided with v0, and the

result would be an integral-affine sphere with a single topological singularity, which does

not exist. Therefore there is a vi such that Li and the segment from v0 to vi are not

parallel. By the compatibility condition, ψvi = 0.

Consequently, there at least two points p, q ∈ Γ(X0) such that ψp = ψq = 0. Given a

generic third point, r ∈ Γ(X0), there are two non-parallel straight line segments from p to

r and q to r. Again by the compatibility condition, ψr = 0. By continuity ψ = 0. Hence

cij = 0 and d1 is surjective. �

We continue the analysis of the E1 page of the spectral sequence. The bottom row is

isomorphic to the Cech complex of the sphere S2, and in combination with Proposition

6.1.1 we can compute the E2 page and higher pages:
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E2
p,q

QV

Q

QN 0

Q
d2

**TTTTTTTTTTTTT

Q 0 Q

E∞p,q

QV

Q

QN 0

0

Q 0 0

The map d2 : E2
0,1 → E2

2,0 is an isomorphism: If d2 were not a surjection, we could conclude

that H1(X0) 6= 0, but this is impossible by Proposition 6.1.2:

Proposition 6.1.2. Let X0 be a Type III anticanonical pair. Then h1(X0) = 0.

Proof. By Mayer-Vietoris, there is an exact sequence

H1(D0)→ H1(V0)⊕H1

⋃
i 6=0

Vi

→ H1(X0)→ 0.

A Mayer-Vietoris spectral sequence as above will show that H1

(⋃
i 6=0 Vi

)
= 0. Further-

more, the map H1(D0) → H1(V0) is an isomorphism, since the loop around D0 generates

π1(V0). Thus h1(X0) = h1(X0) = 0. �

Hence h2(X0) = N , which we now compute. Let qi denote the charge Q(Vi, Di), and

let ri denote the number of components Dij of Di. Then for all i 6= 0, we have

h2(Vi) = qi + ri − 2

and h2(V0) = r0 +r(D). Let V denote the number of components, E the number of double

curves, and F the number of triple points of X0. Then V − E + F = 2 and 3F = 2E.

Combining these formulas, along with conservation of charge,

h2(X0) = r0 + r(D) +
∑
i 6=0

(qi + ri − 2)− E

= Q(D) + r(D)− 2V + E + 2.
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Proposition 6.1.3. The image of H2(X0) in H2(Xt) has codimension one.

Proof. While the local invariant cycle theorem may fail for X , various topological

ingredients of the Clemens-Schmid exact sequence still hold. The Wang sequence

· · · → H1(Xt)→ H2(X\X0)→ H2(Xt)
I−T−−−→ H2(Xt)→ · · ·

holds topologically. As h1(Xt) = 0, we conclude that H2(X\X0) maps isomorphically to

the kernel of I − T . In addition h1(X\X0) = 1. Next, we consider the long exact sequence

of the pair (X ,X\X0):

· · · → H1(X )→ H1(X\X0)→ H2(X ,X\X0)→ H2(X )→ H2(X\X0)→ · · ·

Lefschetz-Poincaré duality and the deformation retract of X to X0 imply that

h2(X ,X\X0) = h4(X ) = h4(X0) = V.

Furthermore, h1(X ) = h1(X0) = 0. To compute the dimension of the image of H2(X0) in

H2(X\X0) and thus in H2(Xt), we must subtract the dimension of the kernel, which has

dimension V − 1:

dim im(H2(X0)→ H2(Xt)) = Q(D) + r(D) + E − 3V + 3

= Q(D) + r(D)− 3

= h2(Xt)− 1.

Thus, the image has codimension one. �

Definition 6.1.4. Let X be a Type III degeneration of anticanonical pairs. We define the

algebraic λ-invariant λalg(X0) ∈ H2(Xt,Z) to be a generator of im(H2(X0) → H2(Xt))⊥.

Conjecturally (λalg(X0))
2 > 0, so we may choose a generator lying in the positive cone.

Note that λalg(X0) ∈ Λ := span{Di}⊥ because the cycle D is preserved in the family

X and thus the image of H2(X0) contains span{Di}.

Definition 6.1.5. Let (X0, D) be a Type III anticanonical pair whose dual complex is

generic. Then Γ(X0) is the base of an almost toric fibration on a rational surface (Y,D, ω).
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We define the symplectic λ-invariant to be the cohomology class λ(X0) = [ω] ∈ H2(Y,Z)

and declare that λ(1X0) ∼ λ(2X0) if and only if there is a diffeomorphism

φ : (1Y,D)→ (2Y,D)

sending of Di 7→ Di such that φ∗λ(2X0) = rλ(1X0) for some r ∈ Q.

Because ω
∣∣
D

= 0, we can conclude that λ.Di = 0 for all i, and thus λ ∈ Λ. The

symplectic volume of (Y,D, ω) is twice the area of the almost toric base Γ(X0). Hence

λ(X0)
2 is equal to the number of triangles of Γ(X0), which in turn is the number of triple

points of X0.

Conjecture 6.1.6. The algebraic λ-invariant λalg(X0) and the symplectic λ-invariant

λ(X0) satisfy λalg(X0) ∼ λ(X0).

The conjecture is quite reasonable; by Theorem 5.3.4, there is a diffeomorphism

φ : (Y,D)→ (Xt, D)

sending Di 7→ Di. Furthermore, both the algebraic and symplectic λ-invariants are valued

in Λ. Thus, it is quite natural to guess that φ∗λalg(X0) = rλ(X0) for some r ∈ Q.

Proposition 6.1.7. Assume Conjecture 6.1.6. The monodromy of X is trivial.

Proof. Since the kernel of I − T contains im(H2(X0) → H2(Xt)) either I − T has

rank one or rank zero. Suppose the former, for the sake of contradiction. Then, we have

(λalg)⊥ = ker(I − T ). Hence

(I − T )x = (x · λalg)ν

for some nonzero ν ∈ H2(Xt). By Clemens’ work on SNC degenerations [Cle69] (the proof

is topological, so no Käher assumptions are necessary) I −T is nilpotent. Thus ν.λalg = 0.

Furthermore, T is an isometry. Suppose x ∈ (λalg)⊥ and y ∈ H2(Xt). Then

x · y = Tx · Ty = x · (y − (y · λalg)ν) =⇒ x · ν = 0.

We thus conclude that (λalg)⊥ ⊂ ν⊥, and hence λalg = rν for some nonzero r. Thus,

(λalg)2 = 0, which contradicts that (λalg)2 = λ2 > 0 is the number of triple points of X0.

Thus I − T = 0 and monodromy is trivial. �
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Assuming Conjecture 6.1.6, Propositions 6.1.3 and 6.1.7 imply that the local invariant

cycle theorem fails for Type III degenerations of anticanonical pairs. Finally, we make a

conjecture regarding the extent to which the λ-invariant determines X0:

Conjecture 6.1.8. Let (iX0, D) be Type III anticanonical pairs for i = 1, 2 with generic

dual complexes. Then, λ(1X0) ∼ λ(2X0) if and only if 1X0 and 2X0 are connected by

a series of Type I and II birational modifications, base changes, and topologically trivial

deformations.

Though we do not prove it here, the “if” part of the conjecture is not too difficult.

Essentially, Type I and II modifications and topologically trivial deformations don’t change

the λ-invariant, while base changes of order k multiply the λ-invariant by k. The real

content of the conjecture is the “only if” part, which may be summarized as follows:

Other than continuous parameters varying in (C∗)n which parameterize topologically trivial

deformations, λ(X0) is the only birational and base change invariant of X0.

6.2. Conjectural description of the smoothing components

Perhaps the most obvious question is: Which elements λ ∈ Λ ⊂ H2(Y,Z) equal some

λ-invariant λ(X0)? Every such element satisfies λ2 > 0. It seems natural to conjecture

that the set of such λ are the integral points of some convex cone in Λ. Strictly speaking

ω is not a symplectic form because it is degenerate on D, but it is a limit of symplectic

forms, see Remark 5.3.1. Hence [ω] is in the closure of the symplectic cone. The following

theorem limits the possibilities for the class λ(X0).

Theorem 6.2.1 ([LL+01]). Every symplectic form ω on an anticanonical pair (Y,D) such

that [ω] · [Di] > 0 for all i and the symplectic canonical class is K is Kähler.

Theorem 3 of [LL+01] states that the cone CY,K of symplectic classes on Y whose

symplectic canonical class is K is

CY,K = {x ∈ C+ : x · E > 0 for all contractible spheres E such that E ·K = −1}.

Every exceptional curve E is contractible and satisfies E ·K = −1. Thus, we have

{x ∈ CY,K : x · [Di] > 0} ⊂ Agen.
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Conversely, any Kähler class is represented by a symplectic form. We define S := Agen∩Λ.

If every Kähler form admitted an almost toric fibration, we could conclude that S is

the closure of the cone of λ-invariants, but we do not know this. The walls of Agen are

either hyperplanes E⊥ for exceptional curves E or D⊥i for some i. Since Λ is contained

in span{Di}⊥, the walls of S are given by E⊥ ∩ Λ for some exceptional curve E. We now

describe the facets of S:

Proposition 6.2.2. Let W = E⊥1 ∩ · · · ∩E⊥k ∩ Λ be a facet of S where Ei are exceptional

curves for i = 1, ..., k. Then Ei · Ej = 0 for all i 6= j and the blowdown

π : (Y,D)→ (Y ,D)

of the disjoint exceptional curves {Ei} produces a negative semi-definite anticanonical pair.

Conversely, if {Ei} is a disjoint set of exceptional curves such that their blowdown produces

a negative semi-definite pair, then W is a facet of S.

Proof. Suppose for the sake of contradiction that Ei·Ej ≥ 1. First consider Ei·Ej ≥ 2.

Then W ⊂ (Ei+Ej)
⊥ but (Ei+Ej)

2 > 0 so by the Hodge index theorem, W is a negative-

definite subspace, and thus cannot be a facet of the nef cone. Now suppose that Ei ·Ej = 1.

Then W ⊂ (Ei + Ej)
⊥ and (Ei + Ej)

2 = 0. Thus the only possible non-trivial vectors in

W of norm zero are multiples of Ei + Ej . But W ⊂ Λ and thus, Ei + Ej /∈ W . Hence W

is negative-definite, and cannot be a facet. This proves that the Ei are disjoint.

Suppose that λ ∈ W is nef. Consider the blowdown π : (Y,D) → (Y ,D) of the

exceptional curves Ei. Because λ.Ei = 0, we have that λ ∈ Λ. Furthermore, λ is nef and

thus Λ contains a nef divisor, which implies that (Y ,D) is negative semi-definite (otherwise

Λ would be a negative-definite sublattice).

Now, we prove the converse. Suppose that {Ei} is a disjoint set of exceptional curves

such that their blow-down produces a negative semi-definite pair (Y ,D). There is a nef

divisor λ ∈ Λ. Then π∗λ ∈ Λ is the pullback of a nef divisor, hence nef. Furthermore,

π∗λ ∈W , and thus W is a facet of S. �

Proposition 6.2.2 has the following pleasing consequence: The facets of S are in bijective

correspondence with negative semi-definite blowdowns of (Y,D) and each facet may be
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realized as the pullback π∗S. Given a facet W of S, we define

(Y,D)→ (YW , DW )

to be the blow-down of the exceptional curves Ei for which W ⊂ E⊥i . The negative semi-

definite blowdowns of (Y,D) are intimately connected to “partial smoothings” of the cusp

singularity p′:

Proposition 6.2.3. Let π : (Y,D)→ (YW , DW ) be a blow-down of a negative-definite pair

to a negative semi-definite pair, such neither D nor DW have exceptional curve components.

Let p′ and p′W be the dual cusps of the contractions of D and DW respectively. When DW

is negative semi-definite, we define p′W to be the simple elliptic singularity whose minimal

resolution has self-intersection −`(DW ). Then there is a Wahl cusp adjacency from p′ to

p′W—that is, p′ deforms to p′W .

Proof. It is sufficient to prove the proposition for blow-downs which decrease the

charge by one, as every blowdown may be factored into such, and by openness of versality,

adjacency of cusps is transitive. So assume Q(Y,D) = Q(YW , DW ) + 1. Consider the

blowdown of an exceptional curve meeting Di. There are three possibilities to consider:

Either di = 3, di ≥ 4, or di = 2. First consider di = 3. Then the blowdown changes the

cycle thus:

d = (. . . , 2, . . . , 2︸ ︷︷ ︸
x

, 3, 2, . . . , 2︸ ︷︷ ︸
y

, . . . ) 7→ (. . . , 2, . . . , 2︸ ︷︷ ︸
x+y+1

, . . . ) = dW.

The resulting change in the dual cycle is

d′ = (. . . , x+ 3, y + 3, . . . ) 7→ (. . . , x+ y + 4, . . . ) = d′W

which is an adjacency of cusp singularities. It arises from smoothing the node between

the components of negative self-intersection x + 3 and y + 3 on D′ then performing a

simultaneous blow down. When di ≥ 4, the cycle changes by

d = (. . . , di, 2, . . . , 2︸ ︷︷ ︸
x

, . . . ) 7→ (. . . , di − 1, 2, . . . , 2︸ ︷︷ ︸
x

, . . . ) = dW.
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The resulting change in the dual cycle is

d′ = (. . . , 2, . . . , 2︸ ︷︷ ︸
di−3

, x+ 3 . . . ) 7→ (. . . , 2, . . . , 2︸ ︷︷ ︸
di−4

, x+ 3, . . . ) = d′W

which arises from the same adjacency described above—the node between the components

of negative self-intersection 2 and x+ 3 is smoothed.

Finally, consider the case di = 2. Factorize π = τ ◦ σ,

(Y,D)
σ−→ (Ỹ , D̃)

τ−→ (YW , DW )

so that σ is the blowdown of the internal exceptional curve meeting Di and τ = τk ◦ · · · ◦ τ1

is a sequence of corner blow-downs. The first corner blowdown τ1 is of the component D̃i

which has self-intersection −1. From then on, each τj may be labelled as either being in

the clockwise or counterclockwise direction: We say τj+1 is in the clockwise direction if

it blows down the curve clockwise to the node (τj ◦ · · · ◦ τ1 ◦ σ)(Di) and similarly with

counterclockwise. Thus, τ is determined by a binary sequence a2 . . . ak with aj = 0 or 1

depending on whether τj is clockwise or counterclockwise.

Amazingly, Wahl’s exotic cusp adjacencies [Wah80] are in bijective correspondence

with such binary sequences, and one can prove via induction on k that the transformation

of dual cycles d′ 7→ d′W is the exotic adjacency whose binary sequence is a2 . . . ak. To

avoid going too far afield, we limit ourselves to proving the base case, when τ = τ1. The

blowdown π changes the cycle by

d = (. . . , x, 2, y, . . . ) 7→ (. . . , x− 1, y − 1 . . . ) = dW.

The resulting change in the dual cycle is

d′ = (. . . , 2, . . . , 2︸ ︷︷ ︸
x−3

, 4, 2, . . . , 2︸ ︷︷ ︸
y−3

, . . . ) 7→ (. . . , 2, . . . , 2︸ ︷︷ ︸
x−4

, 3, 2, . . . , 2︸ ︷︷ ︸
y−4

, . . . ) = d′W.

The transformation (. . . , x, 4, y, . . . ) 7→ (. . . , x+ y− 1, . . . ) is the simplest of Wahl’s exotic

adjacencies, which arise from non-Artin component smoothings of rational surface singu-

larities. In this case, the adjacency arises from partially resolving D′ so that the curve of

self-intersection −4 is contracted to a rational singularity. This rational singularity has an
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exotic smoothing, and by simultaneously blowing down this smoothing, we produce the

exotic adjacency. �

Since the deformations of the contracted Hirzebruch-Inoue surface V are versal for p′, an

adjacency from p′ to p′W may be globalized to a deformation from (V, p′, D) to (V, p′W , D).

The surface (V, p′W , D) will blow down to (V, p′W , DW ), a partially contracted, minimal

Hirzebruch-Inoue surface (or parabolic Inoue surface if DW is negative semi-definite; for a

definition, see [Nak84]).

Definition 6.2.4. The group of admissible isometries Γ is the subgroup of the isometries

of H2(Y,Z) which preserve the classes of Di and the generic ample cone. Equivalently, the

admissible isometries of H2(Y,Z) are those given by pullback along a self-diffeomorphism

of Y which preserves the Di.

Let Wi for i = 1, 2 be two facets of S. By the proof of Theorem 9.8 of [Fri15], the

blow-downs (YWi , DWi) are deformation-equivalent if and only if there is an admissible

isometry γ such that γ(W1) = W2. Since there are only finitely many deformation types

of anticanonical pairs to which (Y,D) blows down, the number of Γ-orbits of facets of

S is finite. Furthermore, whenever γ(W1) = W2 the blow-downs (Y,D) → (YWi , DWi)

correspond to the same adjacency of p′. Hence, there is a finite-to-one map from the Γ-

orbits of facets of S to the adjacencies of p′. We have amassed more than enough evidence

to make the following admittedly heuristic conjecture:

Conjecture 6.2.5. Let (Y,D) be a generic negative-definite anticanonical pair, and let S

be the cone of nef divisors which lie in Λ. Define X(S) to be the toric variety whose fan

is S. Then X(S) is not of finite type, but may still be defined as an analytic space, as

S is locally polyhedral. There is an analytic open subset U ⊂ X(S) containing the unique

fixed point of the torus action on which the group Γ of admissible isometries acts properly

discontinuously. We define M(Y,D) = Γ\U. The following hold:

(1) There exists a family (Y,D) → M(Y,D) with Dt = D whose fibers over a bound-

ary stratum corresponding to an orbit Γ · W are partially contracted, blown-up
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Hirzebruch-Inoue surfaces (V, p′W , D). In particular, the fiber over the lowest-

dimensional boundary stratum (a point corresponding to the top-dimensional facet

of S) is simply (V, p′, D).

(2) The family (Y,D)→M(Y,D) is an analytic open subset of an irreducible component

of the solution to the following moduli problem: Families of irreducible, normal,

Gorenstein, log canonical surfaces (X ,D)→ B such that D ∈ |−KX | with Db = D

for all b. A neighborhood of the lowest-dimensional boundary stratum of M(Y,D) is

a universal deformation space for (V, p′, D), which is a semi-universal deformation

space of the cusp singularity p′.

(3) Consider the one-parameter family of anticanonical pairs (X ,D) → C∗ such that

λ⊥ ⊂ ker(ϕX ) where λ ∈ S. An analytic neighborhood of 0 is mapped into U by

the period map, and thus into M(Y,D). Let X0 denote the central fiber of a Kulikov

resolution of the pullback of the completed family. Then λ(X0) = λ.

Conjecture 6.2.5 is quite ambitious, but there is already strong evidence for it. First,

the Torelli theorem for anticanonical pairs implies that there is a universal family smooth

anticanonical pairs over the top-dimensional stratum. Second, the structure of all the

adjacencies is respected in the stratification of the boundary. Third, Looijenga provided

a universal family over a compactified moduli space in some cases where `(D) ≤ 5, so the

existence of the universal family seems reasonable.

6.3. Mirror symmetry and the Gross-Siebert program

In this section, we attempt to draw a connection between the work of Gross, Hacking,

and Keel [GHK11] and our own. But first, we will review the basic premises of homological

and SYZ mirror symmetry. Be warned, we are very sketchy, and many details have been

omitted. Let X → ∆ be a Type III degeneration whose central fiber X0 has generic dual

complex B = Γ(X0). Let µ : (Y,D, ω) → Γ(X0) be an almost toric fibration. As proven

in Theorem 5.3.4 and noted in Remark 5.3.6, the general fiber (Xt, D) of X is naturally

diffeomorphic to a compactification of the dual fibration of the smooth locus of µ. Perhaps

the surfaces (Xt, D) and (Y,D, ω) should be thought of as SYZ mirrors; we are certainly in
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an appropriate context for mirror symmetry, as the former has an algebraic structure while

the latter has a symplectic structure. Let us recall the basic set-up of the SYZ conjecture:

Conjecture 6.3.1 ([SYZ96]). Let X and X∨ be mirror Calabi-Yau manifolds. There

exist symplectic structures on X and X∨ with special Lagrangian fibrations

X → B ← X∨

over the same base B. Furthermore, the smooth torus fibers of X → B and X∨ → B are

canonically dual in the sense that Xb = H1(X∨b ,R/Z) and X∨b = H1(Xb,R/Z).

The fibration X → B endows the base B with two integral-affine structures, one

induced by the symplectic structure, and another induced by the complex structure. Con-

jecturally X∨ → B switches the roles of these two integral-affine structures. As noted by

Gross and many others, it is unlikely that SYZ is true on the nose. Instead, SYZ will

become more and more accurate the closer X∨ is to a “large complex structure limit”

and X is to a “large symplectic structure limit.” Both “converge” to B in an appropriate

sense—the Gromov-Hausdorff collapse of X∨ and the collapse of the torus fibers of X are

both supposed to equal B.

Thus, one should consider one-parameter degenerations X and X∨. The central fibers

X0 and X∨0 then have dual complexes Γ(X0) = Γ(X∨0 ) = B which determine the two

integral-affine structures on B, and these integral-affine structures may be interchanged by

a so-called Legendre transform. See, for instance, Figure 5.8.

The SYZ conjecture originally served as a geometric motivation for Kontsevich’s for-

mulation of Homological Mirror Symmetry (HMS):

Conjecture 6.3.2. There is an equivalence of categories between the derived category of

coherent sheaves on X∨ and the Fukaya category of X:

DbCoh(X∨) ∼= DFuk(X).

The algebraically inclined reader will be familiar with the object on the left. Roughly,

the Fukaya-Seidel category Fuk(X) is defined as follows: Its objects are Lagrangian tori

L in X. Morphisms Hom(L1, L2) are graded vector spaces with a basis corresponding to
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intersection points L1 ∩ L2 (the grading on intersection points being the Maslov index).

There is a differential

µ1 : Hom(L1, L2)→ Hom(L1, L2)[1]

defined by counting holomorphic bi-gons whose vertices are intersection points, with edges

on L1 and L2. Composition of morphisms

µ2 : Hom(L2, L3)⊗Hom(L1, L2)→ Hom(L1, L3)

is defined by counting holomorphic triangles with vertices at intersection points, and edges

on L1, L2, and L3. Similarly, higher compositions µk may be defined by counting holomor-

phic k-gons, giving Fuk(X) the structure of an A∞-category. Taking cohomology of µ1 on

the morphism spaces gives the category DFuk(X).

One may ask how this relates to the degenerations seen in the SYZ picture. Given a

holomorphic triangle T , the morphism µ2 is weighted by a factor of

eiθqω(T )

where ω(T ) denotes the symplectic area of T , θ is an angle determined by extra data we have

not mentioned, and q = e−1. As the symplectic form ω approaches the large symplectic

structure limit, the value qω(T ) becomes quite small. It is more natural to simply consider q

a formal variable, and keep ω fixed (with the limit q → 0 representing the large symplectic

structure limit). The result is that the Fukaya category is most naturally thought of as

living over a ring Q of power series. On the mirror side, we should think of X∨ as defined

over SpecQ, so that DbCoh(X∨) also naturally has the structure of an Q-linear category.

Then X∨ is a formal degeneration, and q → 0 is the large complex structure limit.

The unification of HMS and SYZ follows from the observation that the dual SYZ

fibrations give a recipe for constructing a sheaf L on X∨ from a Lagrangian L on X. The

intersection L∩Xb with a fiber is some finite number of points in the dual torus to X∨b , and

thus corresponds to some number of flat complex line bundles on X∨b . Take their direct

sum to produce a flat complex vector bundle on X∨b . As b varies, these vector bundles may

be glued together into a vector bundle on X∨, which can be endowed with a holomorphic

structure.
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There should be a Lagrangian section O of the fibration X → B corresponding to the

structure sheaf O on X∨. Now, assume there is another section L corresponding to an

ample line bundle L on X∨. Then by HMS,

HomDFuk(X)(O,L
k) ∼= HomDbCoh(X∨)(O,Lk)

where Lk is the Lagrangian gotten by taking O ∩ Xb as the origin of the torus Xb, and

setting Lk ∩Xb = k(L ∩Xb). Similarly, the composition

HomDFuk(X)(O,L
k)⊗HomDFuk(X)(L

k, Lm)→ HomDFuk(X)(O,L
m)

may be recovered on the mirror side. Thus, sections of Lk and their multiplication can be

recovered; that is, the projective coordinate ring of X∨ can be recovered from computations

in the Fukaya category. Unfortunately, these computations are impossibly difficult.

The Gross-Siebert program seeks to solve this problem by instead working on the base

B, which is after all, the limiting object of the large symplectic structure limit. There, the

analog of the Fukaya category is much more tractable. Holomorphic triangles limit to so-

called tropical Morse trees. Thus the multiplication of sections of Lk can be determined via

combinatorial means of counts of trees in B. The result is a construction of the projective

coordinate ring of the degeneration X∨ over SpecR. Furthermore, HomDFuk(X)(O,L
k)

definitionally has a canonical basis corresponding to the intersection points O ∩ Lk and

thus Lk → X∨ has a canonical basis of sections, which Gross-Hacking-Keel call theta

functions. The intersection points O ∩ L should lie over the integral points BZ. Similarly,

the intersections points O ∩ Lk should correspond to the
(
1
k

)
-integral points B[k]Z.

Let us now consider the case of anticanonical pairs. Consider the pseudo-fan of (Y,D),

which, as yet, we have not considered. One may extend the pseudo-fan linearly so that its

faces are not basis triangles but are integral-affine equivalent to the first quadrant in R2.

GHK call this the tropicalization Trop(Y,D). They construct a graded ring

R :=
∞⊕
k=0

Q · Trop(Y,D)[k]Z

whose kth graded piece is spanned by the
(
1
k

)
-integral points of B, defined over the ap-

propriate power series ring Q = C[[Eff(Y,D)]]. When D is negative-definite, Proj(R) is,
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approximately, a smoothing of the dual cusp p′ over Spf Q. We say “approximately” be-

cause the construction is significantly more delicate than we have described. For instance,

Q is not finitely generated, and some analytic convergence properties are needed to actually

make sense of Proj(R).

Note that the work of GHK is compatible with Conjecture 6.2.5. The family con-

structed in GHK lies over Spf C[[Eff(Y,D)]]. Since S is essentially the nef cone, its dual

cone is the effective cone. Thus, the family constructed in GHK and the family conjec-

tured in Conjecture 6.2.5 lie over the same base. Some advantages of Conjecture 6.2.5 are

that (1) the base is an analytic space rather than a formal spectrum, so no convergence

arguments are be needed, (2) the conjectural family is proper, (3) the adjacencies of p′ are

explicitly realized over the boundary strata, and (4) the simple normal crossings resolutions

of one-parameter families approaching the boundary are explicitly described. The main

disadvantage is that it is all conjectural.

GHK describe Trop(Y,D) as the base of an SYZ fibration of Y \D, “viewed from in-

finitely far away,” in which all singularities are brought in to the origin. We can produce

a natural candidate of Trop(Y,D) from “up close” by taking a Legendre transform of the

integral-affine sphere Γ(X0):

Definition 6.3.3. Dualizing data for (X0, D) is a choice of integral almost toric base

(Si, Pi, Ai) for each (Vi, Di) with i 6= 0 such that [ωi] ·Dij = [ωj ] ·Dji > 0.

Dualizing data for X0 essentially allows us to impose an integral-affine structure on the

intersection complex Γ(X0)
∨. Each face Fi ⊂ Γ(X0)

∨ for i 6= 0 is given the integral-affine

structure of (Si, Pi, Ai). Since [ωi] · Dij = [ωj ] · Dji, the lattice length of Pij is equal to

the lattice length of Pji and thus we may glue Pij to Pji. The integral-affine structure in a

neighborhood of a vertex of Γ(X0)
∨ is defined such that the three edges Pij , Pjk, and Pki

of Γ(X0)
∨ meet along three vectors which pairwise form bases of the lattice. That is, at a

vertex, the three outgoing edges locally look like the fan of P2. As in the case for Γ(X0),

the triple point formula ensures that the integral-affine structure on
⋃
i 6=0 Fi is consistently

defined.
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Finally, we must consider the face F0. The integral-affine structure does not extend

naturally to all of F0. But it does if we remove the point v0 ∈ F0. The developing map

φ : F0\{v0} → R2 must map the universal cover of the boundary P̃0 to an infinite polygon

in R2 whose edges have negative self-intersections (d0j) = d′ in the sense of Definition

4.1.4. Thus, φ(P̃0) is a discrete hyperbola (see Part II of Section 5.1) such that the cycle

of negative self-intersections of the edges is d′ rather than d. We define the integral-affine

structure on F0\{v0} such that φ(F0\̃{v0}) is the convex region bounded by φ(P̃0). By the

results of Part II of Section 5.1, φ(F0\̃{v0}) is contained in a region bounded by two lines of

irrational slope—Lemma 5.1.2 implies that this region is the image of the developing map

of Trop(Y,D), and that monodromy acts the same on both. Thus, F0\{v0} ⊂ Trop(Y,D)

is an integral-affine sub-manifold whose complement has only finitely many integral points.

With the auxiliary dualizing data, have defined an integral-affine structure on Γ(X0)
∨

which gives Trop(Y,D) when one “zooms infinitely far out.” From the definition of dualizing

data, the element

λ0 := (α, [ωi]) ∈
⊕
i

H2(Vi)

whose H2(V0) component α satisfies α ·D0j = [ωj ] ·Dj0 and α ·Di = 0 for all components

Di of D is in the kernel of the map d1 :
⊕

iH
2(Vi)→

⊕
i≤j H

2(Dij). Thus, we can think

of λ0 as an element λ0 ∈ H2(X0) which satisfies certain positivity properties. Furthermore,

since λ0 determines [ωi], it can be checked that it determines (Si, Pi, Ai) up to nodal slides,

assuming that Γ(X0) is generic.

Definition 6.3.4. Let d.d. denote dualizing data for (X0, D). We define Γ(X0)
∨
d.d. to be

the integral-affine structure on Γ(X0)
∨\{v0} defined with respect to this data.

Note that X0\D has a Lagrangian fibration over Γ(X0)
∨
d.d. as each component has such

a fibration, and these are compatible over the edges. We now give an example:

Example 6.3.5. Consider the Type III anticanonical pair shown in Figure 6.1, where

V1 ∼= F0. Then, we provide dualizing data by giving moment polygons (Si, Pi, Ai) of
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(Vi, Di) for i = 1, 2 such that

[ω1] ·D10 = α ·D01 = 6,

[ω1] ·D12 = [ω2] ·D21 = 2,

[ω2] ·D20 = α ·D02 = 10.

See Figure 6.2, which shows the resulting integral-affine structure on Γ(X0)
∨
d.d. in two pieces:

The union F1 ∪ F2 and the remaining face F0\{v0}.

Figure 6.1. A Type III anticanonical pair.

Figure 6.2. The three faces of Γ(X0)
∨
d.d.. Righthand figure not drawn to scale.

The node smoothings on F1 and F2 ensure that the lefthand figure has only two bound-

ary components, which glue to the two boundary components of the righthand figure. The
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region bounded by the two solid lines in the righthand figure is a fundamental domain for

Trop(Y,D).

Remark 6.3.6. It seems likely that the Lagrangian fibration

X0\D → Γ(X0)
∨
d.d.

extends to the family X\D, and is the limit of the SYZ fibration in the family X . Then,

the fibrations (Y \D,ω) → Γ(X0)\{v0} and Xt\D → Γ(X0)
∨
d.d. will be naturally dual. The

symplectic geometry of these two fibrations gives two different integral-affine structures

on the base B\{v0}. It would be quite interesting to determine whether these fibrations

can be made special Lagrangian. If so, one could verify the interchange of integral-affine

structures on B\{v0} as predicted in SYZ mirror symmetry.

The work of GHK takes as input an integral-affine manifold Trop(Y,D) ≈ Γ(X0)
∨
d.d. and

outputs a degeneration of anticanonical pairs which is a versal smoothing of p′. One might

ask what the output of the same procedure is when the input is the integral-affine manifold

Γ(X0)\{v0}. In light of the Gross-Siebert program, we are led to the following conjecture,

which is the analogue of the work of GHK on the ”other side” of mirror symmetry:

Conjecture 6.3.7. Let (Y,D, ω)→ (S, P,A) be an almost toric fibration over an integral

almost toric base. There is a power series ring Q and a graded ring

R =

∞⊕
k=0

Q · S[k]Z

whose product structure is based on a combinatorial count of trees in (S, P,A) such that

Proj R → Spf Q is a polarized family whose the general fiber is (Y,D, ω) in the following

sense: The family converges to an analytic family Y whose general fiber is Yt = (Y,D) and

if we define f : Yt → PH0(Yt,O(1))∗, then ω = f∗ωFS.

Set L = [ω]. Let’s do a dimension count to check that the conjecture makes sense. We

must prove that h0(Y, kL) = |S[k]Z|. We have
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χ(Y, kL) = χ(O) +
1

2
(k2L2 + kL ·D)

= 1 +
1

2
(k2L2 + k · length(P ))

= 1 + Area(S[k]) +
1

2
|P [k]Z|

= 1 + |S[k]Z| − χ(S)

where the first equality is Riemann-Roch, the second and third follow from facts about

almost toric fibrations, and the last from Euler’s formula. By Conjecture 6.2.1, L is big

and nef. So by Kawamata vanishing theorem, hi(Y, kL−D) = 0 for i = 1, 2. Thus,

h0(Y, kL) = h0(Y, kL−D) + h0(D, kL
∣∣
D

)

= χ(Y, kL−D) + χ(D, kL
∣∣
D

)− h1(D, kL
∣∣
D

)

= χ(Y, kL)− h0(D,−kL
∣∣
D

).

So h0(Y, kL) = χ(Y, kL) unless kL
∣∣
D

= OD. We conclude that h0(Y, kL) = |S[k]Z| for all

k if and only if either L /∈ Λ, which is the case χ(S) = 1, or L ∈ Λ and L
∣∣
D

= OD, which

is the case χ(S) = 2.

Consider the case [ω] = L = λ ∈ Λ. We have that the family Y should satisfy

the condition ϕY(Zλ) = {1}, whereas the conjectural family producing the degeneration

X is given by ϕY(λ⊥) = {1}, see Conjecture 6.2.5. This evokes mirror symmetry of

lattice-polarized K3 surfaces, except that the degeneration X is not algebraic, as might be

expected: λ⊥ contains no polarization. The Gross-Siebert program indicates that Γ(X0)

may be the intersection complex of a degenerate member Y0 of the family Y:

Y0 :=
⋃
fijk

(P2,4, ωFS)

where 4 denotes the toric boundary of P2. In the case of K3 surfaces, such degenerations

are called pillow degenerations [CMT01], and we persist with this terminology. We end

with the most nebulous of all our conjectures thus far:

Conjecture 6.3.8. Type III degenerations X are mirror to pillow degenerations Y.
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